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The American Library Association (ALA) Library
Fellows program began in 1986 with a grant from the U.S. Information
Agency. The program's purpose is threefold: (1) to increase
international understanding through the establishment of professional
and personal relationships and the accomplishment of mutual goals;
(2) to promote international sharing of resources and increase access
to U.S. materials in the host country; and (3) to enable U.S.
librarians to enrich and broaden their career experience through a
short period of overseas service. Profiles of the following fellows
highlighting their overseas experiences are included: (1)

Maria-Solange Macias from the Miatni-Dade (Florida) Public Library
System, who went to the Banco del Libro, La Paz, Bolivia; (2) Ann
Montgomery Smith, from the Wentworth Institute (Massachusetts), who
went to the Colegia de Bibliotecologos del Peru, Lima; (3) Jitka
Hurych, from Northern Illinois University, who went to the All-State
Library of Foreign Literature, Moscow, Russia; (4) Marjorie
Rosenthal, from Long Island University (New York), who went to the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel; (5) Sue Sherif, from
Fairbanks North Star Borough Public Library (Alaska), who went to the
University of Iceland. Reykjavik; (6) James Moldovan, from the U.S.
Court of Appeals, San Francisco (California), who went to the Central
University Library, Bucharest, Romania; (7) Debra McKern, from Emory
University (Georgia), who went to the National Library of Egypt in
Cairo; (8) Gloria Fulton, from Humboldt State University
(California), who went to the Belgrade Public Library in Serbia; (9)

Deborah V. H. Abraham, from the Public Library of Brookline
(Massachusetts), who went to the Indian Institute of Management; (10)
Stanley A. Elman. from the Lockheed Aeronautical Systems. ;who went to
National Library of Poland, Warsaw; and (11) Barbara Rush, from
Commack (New York), who went to the Ministry of Education, Jerusalem,
Israel. Alternate pages of the document are printed in red and gold
and consist of brief summaries of the participant's career along with
a design element. An accompanying debriefing report summarizes
participants' reactions to the program. (MES)
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I. PURPOSE OF MEETING
On 20-21 November 1992, a

debriefing session was held for the fifth

class of the Library Fellows Program at

the American Library Association (ALA)

headquarters in Chicago. Ten recently

returned fellows, two United States

Information Agency (USIA) officers and

one ALA staff member attended the

session. The only fellow not present

was: Barbara Rush, retired school

library-media specialist and professional

storyteller, Commack. N.Y. Ms. Rush

worked at the Kaye Teacher's College

in Beer Sheva, Israel from December

1991 through July 1992.

The debriefing provided an oppor-

tunity for the fellows to share their
experiences with others who have a

common base of understanding and to

assess the value and effectiveness of the

program. Fellows recommended means

for improving the program and dis-

cussed possibilities for follow-up activi-

ties that will enable them to translate

their overseas experience into continu-

ing participation in international library

affairs.
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hue Sheifrf, publit services librarian,
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Bciough PublieLibrarylellow to
University of Iceland, Reykjavik.

from Janui.. y through June 1992:

James Moldovan, librarian, U.S. Court

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

San Francisco, Calif. fellow to the

Central University Library,

Bucharest. Romania, from January

through June 1992;

Debra McKem, former preservation

officer. Emory University in Atlanta,

Ga., fellow to the National Library

of Egypt in Cairo, from October
1991 to April 1992;

Gloria Fulton, associate librarian.

Humboldt State University in

Arcata, Calif., fellow to the

Belgrade Public Library in Serbia,

from September 1991 to

December 1991:

Deborah V. H. Abraham. supervisor.

Reference Department at the

Public Library of Brookline, Mass.,

fellow to the Indian Institute of

Management. from October 1991

through April 1992;

Stanley Elman, retired librarian from

the Lockheed Aeronautical

Systems Co., fellow to National

Library of Poland, Warsaw. from

September 1991 to October 1992;

Helen Amabile, deputy chief. Library

Programs Division, United States

Information Agency;

Mary Boone, training/exchanges offi-

cer, Library Programs Division,

United States Information Agency;

Robert P. Doyle, director. Library

Fellows Program, American Library

Association.

II. PARTICIPANTS
Maria-Solange Macias, collection

development librarian, Miami-Dade

(Florida) Public Library System. fel-

low at the Banco del Libro. La 'az.

Bolivia, from January through June

1992;

Ann Montgomery Smith. director of
libraries and curator of Special

Collections, Wentworth Institute,

Boston, Mass., fellow at the

Colegio de Bibliotecologos del

Peru, Lima, from February through

July 1992:

Jitka Hurych, head. Science and

Engineering Libraries, Northern

Illinois University, De Kalb, III., fel-

low to All-State Library of Foreign

Literature, Moscow. Russia, from

April through June 1991
Marjorie Rosenthal, assistant profes-

sor, Palmer School of Library and

Information Science, Long Island

University. fellow to The Hebrew

University of Jerusalem, Israel, from

October 1991 through March 1992:



III. OVERALL ASSESSMENT
The meeting successfully brought

closure to the fellowships of ten individ-

uals, all of whom were eager to share

their experiences. The discussion

increased the group's awareness of each

person's assignment yet also illustrated

an underlying commonality of experi-

ence.

While opinions about some of the

issues raised varied widely among the

group, the two-day session was distin-

guished by a high level of agreement on

the importance of the issues being

addressed.

IV. INTRODUCTIONS
"With so many new countries still in the
pioneering stages of librarianship, the
Library Fellows program could grow with-
out limits."

ALA Executive Director Peggy

Sullivan opened the session on Friday,

20 November 1992 by greeting the
1991-92 Library Fellows and leading a

discussion about their experiences.

Recognizing that only limited informa-

tion on international librarianship cur-

rently exists. Ms. Sullivan encouraged

the fellows to make their experiences

and the resources that they had gath-

ered available to the U.S. library com-

munity through publishing and by irtic
'paring in established international

forums, such as ALA's International

Relations Round Table.

444.

Ms. Sullivan said, "I have had the

opportunity to talk with library col-

leagues in Moscow and elsewhere who

were on the receiving end of this pro-

gram, and I have heard how much your

efforts are appreciated. At the same

time, I fully realize that you also are

equal b:Ineficiaries of this program,

because when you set out to teach, you

always end up learning. It is my hope

that you will share what you have

learned and that you will continue what

you have started."

Library Fellows Program Director

Robert P. Doyle then addressed the

group: "This is your time to share your

experiences and tell us how we can

improve the program. In our discus-

sions, please keep in mind that the pro-

gram was created to promote interna-

tional sharing of resources, to increase

international understanding, and to

enable you to enrich and broaden your

career experiences. Let us know how

well you believe the program has

achieved these goals."

Doyle continued: 'We value your
comments and recommendations

because this program symbolizes and

promotes the basic goals of ALA to
provide leadership for the development

promotion and improvement of library
and information services and the profes-

sion of librarianship: to enhance learning

and ensure access to information: and

to see that libranes remain the impor-

tant tools of cultural vitality, economic

health and international peace we

believe them to be."

V. AGENDA AND DISCUSSION
The meeting's agenda was orga-

nized under the following topics: 1)

Expectations and Realities: 2)

Communication: 3) Culture Shock: 4)

Program Evaluation: 5) Re-Entry, 6)

Continuing International Involvement 7)

Proposal Solicitation: 8) Recruitment 9)

Orientation: and 10) Debnefing. A
summary of questions raised and ensu-

ing discussion on each topic follows.



EXPECTATION!. .ND REAUTIES

"No matter I- .:Av much you've prepared,
no matter :o v m ich information you've
eathered, aA nr matter how many peo-
ple 1 ors'- a talke t with, once you are there,
things are differ ent."

When asked whether their pro-

jects were what they had expected

them to be, seventy percent of the fel-

lows indicated that their expectations

were met This is a significant improve-

ment over past years, when there were

few instances where reality matched

expectations. This improvement might

be attributed in part to improved com-

munication with the host institution and

USIS prior to arrival in the host country.

Improvements in recruiting and orienta-

tion processes also may have con-

tributed. However, while professional

expectations were net for many, pro-

fessional and personal realities did not

mesh for everyone as there was a wide

range in the quality and kind of profes-

sional and personal accommodations.

a...drowns.

Project assignment. A major
difficulty encountered by some fellows

in stting their assignments was that the

project description did not reflect the

work they found waiting for them.

There were several reasons this

occurred. In some cases, staff at the

host institution assigned to work with

fellows had not been involved in devel-

opment of the project or did not have
the project descriptor.. In others, host
institution or USIS personnel had

changed or political problems within the

country forced a revision of the original

project
As noted at past debriefing ses-

sions, a common communication prob-

lem was that somewhere between the

project's conception and actual imple-

mentation, communication between the

host institution, USIS and fellows breaks

down. Correspondence between fel-
lows and host institutions prior to

departure resolved some questions on

the specifics of projects, but there were

still some surprises.

Housing. As in the past some
fellows did encounter housing difficul-

ties, and the quality of housing varied.

Housing inequities between host coun-

tries were the subject of considerable

discussion. In some cases, adequate or

good housing was ready and waiting

upon the fellow's arrival. In other cases,

tellows were virtually on their own to
find housing of almost any quality.

While many USIS officers assisted the

fellows by reviewing housing options,

physically examining the proposed

housing and confirming its adequacy and

availability in advance to Washington,

2.:thefelkows recommended that this

become a requirement

Throughout the two-day meeting,

members of the group emphasized that

new fellows should expect the first few

weeks to be stressful. Fellows must be

flexible since situations vary widely due

to the local economy, political situation,

availability of housing and resources of

the host institution.



COMMUNICATION

"You have been selected for the project
because you are an expert, but you are
not an expert about living in this new
country. It's very difficult being a begin-
ner and having to ask so many questions.
But, those questions and that early com-
munication are vital, enriching and critical
to mar success."

Advance communication with the

host institution improved significantly

over past years. Eighty percent of the

fellows received communication from

the host institution or USIS personnel

pnor to amval. The communication
provided additional information and

helped fellows and staff from the host

institution finalize arrangements so that

everyone's expectations could be met

After fellows amved. however.

there were difficulties in maintaining

personal and professional communica-

tion links outside the country since the

level of postal service in each country

vaned and because facilitative services

from U.S. embassies are not sometimes

available. Fellows agreed that communi-

cation with each other provided vital

reinforcement before, during, and after

the fellowship experience.

The group discussed at length

whether fluency in the native language

was necessary. Perhaps surprisingly,

there were arguments for and against

this requirement both from fellows
who spoke the language and those who

did not ft was acknowledged that there
were obvious advantages to speaking

the language. but the group was divided

on whether an otherwise well-quailfied

potential fellow should be eliminated

from consideration because of a lan-

guage deficiency. Some felt that profes-

sional skills and the ability to be flexible

were just as or even more important
Discussion of the final report fel-

lows submit to USIA elicited agreement

that a formal report format should be

developed. Since the final report should

stand alone and be a summary of the

overall project. development of general

guidelines and a more formal format

would strengthen the reports as infor-

mation and evaluation tools.

CULTURE SHOCK, ISOLATION, LONELINESS

"Even things that look familiar may not
have the same function or meaning in this
new place."

Though they carefully prepared

prior to departure, most of the group

experienced some degree of culture

shock Separation from spouses and

children understandably contributed to

the stress. Visits from family and friends

helped overcome feelings of loneliness

and homesickness. Fellows observed

that having a family member or friend to

travel with made a difference. Alone,

some fellows did not feel comfortable

exploring different areas of the city or

countryside.

Culture shock and isolation was

also increased because the program

continues to suffer from a lack of name

recognrtion. The "Library Fellows

Program" name is not widely recog-

nized in the U.S. or abroad. The fellows

observed that because the program's

name lacks recognition. they may miss

opportunities .vailab!e to their counter-

parts in other exchange programs.

Participants in more established pro-

grams, such as the Fulbright, receive

automatic recognition and, in some

cases, more facilitative assistance. This

assistance might ease culture shock and

isolation and would improve the pro-

gram overall.

Though participants acknowledged

their adjustment problems, all agreed

their experience was very satisfying per-

sonally and professionally and most

would welcome the opportunity to do
it again.



PROGRAM EVALUATION

"Things weren't perfect but I would go
back in a secon 1."

The evaluation process is a three-

part procedure requiring input from the

host institution. USIS, and the fellow.

Assessments from the fellows are par-

ticularly important and may be the most

useful and valid of the three in terms of

improving the program. Host institu-

tions, because they are genuinely grate-

ful for any help that was given and

because they do not wish to seem

unappreciative, tend to be unreservedly

positive in commenting on the program.

USIS officers also tend to focus on the

positive in commenting on the program,

probably basing their judgments on the

host institution's feedback. Fellows, on

the other hand, speak freely of both the

good and the bad, and are also in a bet-

ter position to comment on the pro-

gram's value from a professional librari-

an's perspective, as well as from the

perspective of an American living in a

foreign country without the "perks" that

go with serving overseas as an employ-

ee of the U.S. government

Though the group generally

approved of the existing evaluation

form, they suggested that the fellows

recommend to ALA and USIS possible

follow-up projects. Because of their

recent experience in indigenous institu-

tions. the fellows could provide valuable

suggestions on potential new projects

or individuals who could best benefit

from a stay in the U.S. This suggestion

would possibly strengthen follow-up

and improve program continuity.

The grouP agniedthat
there is a wide range onnforimation and

material made available by ALA, a more

specific resources checklist, authored by

past fellows, should be c;eveloped. ft

was envisioned that this checklist/

resource book would include useful tips

picked up by experiencec felluys, per-

sonal logistics (banking, child cam, visas,

etc.), articles on library development in

the countries of assignment, local

resource people (such as USIS and

Fulbright staff and Library of Congress

field directors), library corporate con-

tacts (for possible demonstrations or

donations), as well as references for

general information. Another sugges-

tion for this checklist is basic information

about MARC. For example. the Follett

publication Understanding MARC. Two

fellows volunteered to start working on

this project so that the next "class" of
fellows will have this resource prior to

their departure.



RE-ENTRY

"In some ways, you're never really back
home; your heart will always be with the
people and place you've left behind."

Reaction to returning to the U.S.

varied. While one fellow noted that her

re-entry was relatively smooth, another,

who returned during the rioting in Los

Angeles, found herself angry with a soci-

ety which could produce such violence.

At least two participants returned to

find that housing arrangements made

before they left had fallen through and.

as a result. they were temporarily

homeless.

Al hough they had been warned

about re-entry shock, many were sur-

prised at the length of the re-entry

process. Several wished they had taken

the advice they received to take time

off after the fellowship was completed.

They had not done so and as a result

felt especially overwhelmed by their

jobs and commitments made prior to

their departures.

A frustration shared by many with-

in the group was that news about the

countries they had just left was difficult

to get upon returning to the U.S. To

many, it seemed that little of what

occurs in the rest of the world is cov-

ered by the press here. it was suggest-

ed that subscribing to local newspa-

pers/magr,zines from the host country

may ease re-entry and will help fellows

keep in touch.

The group observed that since

their needs are great staff at the host

institutions made many requests of fel-

lows as their departure time

approached. In particular. some fellows

were asked about the possibility of

organizing shipments of books to the

host country. Everyone agreed that fel-

lows should acknowledge their limita-

tions in this area. Once fellows have

departed, the necessary time and

resources to assist host institutions are

scarce. Fellows should take care not to

make commitments impossible to keep.

In general, the group felt that more

mechanisms for follow-up were needed.

CONTINUING INTERNATIONAL INVOLVEMENT

"I learned as much as I taught and I want
to share that experience and knowledge."

Based on their activities since

returning, the fellows are very commit-

ted to continuing their involvement in

international library activities. Several

had written papers and lectured at con-

ferences and library schools about their

expenence. Publishing in particular was

seen as an excellent means of both pro-

viding closure and sharing the experi-

ence with others. Association with oth-

ers interested in intemaional librarian-

ship, such as that provided through

international committees of ALA, SLA,

and other professional organizations

was also important

All agreed that they'd like to host a

visiting librarian from "their' country.

and the benefits of a two-way exchange

were discussed at length. These

exchanges would build upon the work

started by the fellows, particularly if

librarians from the host institutions

could be involved. The program's con-

tinuity thus would be significantly

enhanced. it is envisoned that two-way
exchanges will begin in 1993 and the

fellows pledged to assist

4



PROPOSAL SOUC TATION

"The proposal v written two years
before I arriv -A, by someone whose priori-
ties had changed. The staff at the host
institution didn't seem to know what the
proposal said. In fact, I don't know if
they'd ever seen it."

While there has been no shortage

of proposals. unevenness in their quality

continues to be a problem. Many pro-

posals contain unrealistic expectations

of the amount and kind of work that

can be done during the fellowship. It

was suggested that former fellows and

other librarians be called on by USIA to

clarify, especially when additional techni-

cal expertise is required.

Communication within the host

institution and between the host institu-

tion and IiSIS continues to be a prob-

lem not easily resolved. Since the pro-

posal authors may or may not be work-

ing with the fellow, it is important that

the key staff at the host institution see

the final proposal. It should be sent to

those staff in advance of the fellow's

arrival.

The role of the overseas-based

USIS library officers in project solicita-

tion continues to increase each year and

these officers should be aware of what

the host institution can and will provide.

since the USIS library officers may be

required to offer facilitative assistance

when the host institution cannot

Confirmation of the project's major

points, after the fellow is selected, is

vital. This would be carried out through
USIS officers dealing directly with host

libranans, and through correspondence

b....tween fellow and host institution.

Overall, the group recognized that

the proposal content and reality might

not be a perfect fit. They reaffirmed the

need for fellows to be flexible, observ-

ing that flexibility was a requirement for

success.

RECRUITMENT

"While administrators at my library
appr.ved my leave of absence, more
needs to be done to publicize the program
so that the administration will recognize
its importance."

ALA's recruitment effort includes

sending press releases to approximately

400 journals and newsletters, to mem-

bers of the International Relat'ons

Round Table, the Association for Library

and Information Science Education and

the Association of Research Libraries. A

paid advertisement is placed in American

Libraries and the positions are posted at

the Midwinter Job Placement Center.

Letters with the press release attached

are sent to Urban Libraries Council

members, and the U.S. institutional

members of IRA Positions are also

advertised in more specialized journals

to reach a narrower audience, for

example, librarians with expertise in

automation or American Studies.
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To ecrtierritioriti;was-prt7....---'
release is mailed to-thep o
the Black Caikus, RE

Association to .N-oirrott brary Services

to the Spanish Spefalcing), Chinese-

American LibrarianiAssociation, and

American Indian Library Association.

The press release is also mailed to all

area studies associations, e.g., the

Association for Asian Studies, Inc.

Some of these associations have their

own library subcommittees with their

own newsletters, e.g.. African Libraries

Newsletter, and the positions have been

announced in these newsletters also.
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USIA staff noted that the quality of

applicants has steadily improved over

the last six years. This may be the result

of better recognition of the program or

improved recruiting methods. With the

hiring of the first minority fellow in this

year's group and two minority partici-

pants in the 1992-93 class, strong

recruiting efforts are beginning to pro-

duce results.

While the group could make no

additions to the list of publications and

organizations used for recruitment they

discussed at length the need for more

recognition of the program to enhance

recruitment efforts. Currently, the final

report is distributed to all 56,000 ALA

members as a center insert in American

Libraries. In addition it is sent to:

individuals specified by each fellow,

library colleagues, administration at the

fellow's library, the host institutions,

USIA offices. local newspapers and the

fellow's representatives in Congress. To

increase recognition and improve the

status of the fellowship, participants sug-

gested sending announcements about

appointments immediately after they

are made.

The program's tight schedule, cited

in the past as a recruiting problem, was

not mentioned as a major negative

factor. In fact, a few of the participants

appreciated the speed with which the

process moved. It was also observed

that one result of the longer lead time

may be a higher program dropout rate.

Some fellows have had ..o relinquish

their fellowships when new professional

or personal conflicts arose in the time

between selection and departure.

ORIENTATION

"The most interesting part was listening
to former fellows speak. They were realis-
tic and open about problems and that
helped me prepare for my assignment"

Most of the fellows agreed that the

pre-departure orientation session was

very helpful. Reaction to the USIA desk

officer portion varied. For some coun-

tries, the informtion imparted was criti-
d very useful; in other places, it

w t as useful. The orientation

proc was viewed positively.

DEBRIEFING

"This was great; something I needed to do
to make my re-entry complete."

The debriefing session was highly

valued by all participants. It offered

them an excellent opportunity to articu-

late their ,houghts and feelings about

their experience and to reinforce ties

with others who share their interest.

Everyone agreed that the two-day ses-

sion was conducive to candid, comfort-

able discussion and evaluation.

Though the debriefing session was

recognized as a very valuable compo-

nent of the program evaluation process,

at times group members felt they were

being too negative. They concluded

that there would be no point in evalua-

tion and debriefing without constructow
criticism and hoped their comments will

be helpful for future fellows. They re-

emphasized that the fellowship experi-

ence had been very positive, something 1';

they would value personally and profes-.4

sionally for a long tit ne to come.

1U



RECOMMENDATIONS

The following is a summary of the

fellows' major recommendations:

I) Establish stronger communication

links between all parties involved in

the project proposal process, with

special emphasis on greater partici-

pation of USIS library officers in

formulating project proposals. This

has been recommended in past

reports and is emphasized again

because it is essential to resolving

some recurring problems. The

USIS library officers' involvement

shou'i start early in the process:

beginning with the project's

description and face-to-face discus-

sion of the project with host insti-

tution staff who are assigned to

work with the fellow. This involve-

ment in planning the project could

be a decisive factor in clarifying

what kinds of expertise are need-

ed, what kind of preparation is

essential for both institution and

fellow, and how much one person

can reasonably be expected to do

in a limited time period.

2) Continue to advise fellows to

negotiate a specific agenda for

their work after their arrival, keep-

ing in mind that it must be done

with great sensitivity to the status,

priorities, and work habits of host

institution staff. As another means

of easing the disparity between

proposal description and reality, it

is recommended that USIA devel-

op a generic checklist to be sent to

the host institution, to be complet-
ed and returned to USIS prior to

the fellow's arrival. The checklist

would include very specific items

(e.g., level of existing automation,

what hardware and software exist

and how accessible it is, what clas-

sification system is used, etc). The

purpose of the checklist would be

to give fellows as much specific,

working information as possible

prior to their arrival.

3) De.elop guidelines for the fel-
lows' final report for consistency

and to assure that the report con-

tains all necessary information.

4) Consider changing the name of

the program to one which will

offer more immediate and lasting

international recognition.

5) Add a section to the evaluation
form to include suggestions for

possible follow-up projects.

6) Develop a cheddist/resource

book tailored to the needs of
Library Fellow Program partici-

pants, and authored by the fellows.

7) Evaluate the orientation session at

the conclusion of session.

8) Continue to emphasize that the
re-entry period may be surprisingly

difficult and stress the need to take

time off before returning to work.
Asking a reliable friend or relative

to h-Indle all on-going personal

business so that there will be no

major problems awaiting the

fellow's return will also facilitate

re-entry.

9) Encourage fellows to write and
lecture about their experience and

to become involved with profes-

sional organizations interested in

international librarianship.

Published reports about the

Library Fellows Program, written

by program participants, increase

program recognition and visibility,

may be helpful recruitment and

educational tools and provide

needed information to librarians

interested in international librarian-

ship.

10) Use fellows' knowledge and

enthusiasm in implementing the

two-way exchanges. This program

expansion will add continuity and

produce more lasting improve-

ments at the indigenous institution.

Robert P. Doyle.

U.S. information Ambassadors: 1991-92

Library Fellows Debriefing Report

(Chicago: American Library Association.

1993).





`In a world divided by ideology; by'
'71

rade barriers; by military threats
nd nudearfears;- _we libranans-ar

not powerless_-_ We are the, arrib

sadors of an indivisible world- -of-
cuitore and books and ideas.

Unfortunately, we are not plenipo--

Itentiaryli But there is no country in

f'-...13;%* the world where librarians cannon
make some small progress toward-

removing th.e boundaries and low-

ering the barriers which separate_

cultures and whichave sponsored_

by citizens or by governments.

Every librarian, regal Bless of his

government's policy; has the oppor

tunity, if he has the courage, to

open the avenues of books and
Of+2.

ideas a little widen ... We must try, *.r.
to Make the world of books more

openso that men and women
iha,

everywhere may breathe freely the ix,
,

uncensored open air of ideas:'
kwitt

Daniel 1 Boors-Ian_ The indivisible World

Libranes and the Myth of Cultural Exchange.

(Wastungoart, D The Library of Congress.

I 985).
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THE PARTICIPANTS.

The fifth (1991-92) class of eleven Fellows was
chosen from hundreds of applicants in a

demanding process seeking U.S library
professionals to inmate and carry out protects
in other nations Their assignments lasted from
three to fourteen months in such diverse pit sts
as Bolivia, Russia, Poland, Peru, Israel, Iceland,

Romania. Egypt, Yugoslavia and India_ The
Fellows' proiects, developed in cooperation
with host country institutions and USIA. were
wide-ranging and included teaching cataloging
and classification, training library school

students and faculty in automated information

retrieval, consulting on reference services.
and presenting workshops and.seminars
on storytelling

Each Fellow's experience was unique and posed

exciting and unusual challenges as well as

unforeseen obstacles_ But all of the Fellows 46
gained new perspectives in the process of shar-
ing materials, ideas, and information with their
overseas colleagues

The following profiles highlight the experiences
of the 1991-92 Fellows F rmanon on the
Library fellow's positions available for 1993-94.
please see Arnencan baronies, February )993
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La Paz. Bolivia. is located at the highest altitude of any of the world's capital clues in the barren Andrean plateau known R.

as the "altiplano.- The city center and its"talfest buildings he at the bottom of a huge craterlike depression in tile land- Vir'1- ..
scape, and neighborhoods of small adobe houses march up they surrounding hillsides. Towering over all is the

snowcapped mountain, Illimani. Library Fellow Maria-Solange Macias called La Pazher home for the first six months of ilk,,. c.
1992--a truly spectacular city." "At nigty it takes on the magical appearance of a bowl of shining iewels .

.
The striking contrasts in the landscape of La Paz are echoed in its culture. Modern American movies coexist won

native forms of expression dating to preColumbian times. The indigenous population still speaks the ancient language 2_

and the women wear the traditional ruffled skirt, embroidered shawl, and bowler hat ,"There is a sense of not one. but
several different societies existing side-by-side and interacting only superficially,,- Macias observed after a month irir4as,./

colorful city

A

Macias assignment took her CO the headquarters of the Banco del Libro (BdLI. or "Book Bank. in La Paz. whirr; was

established in 1970 by the Ministry of Education to serve as a.combined school/public library Under the leadership of

its director. Mr. Nelson Larrea. the Banco del Libro grew over the next 20 years into a nationwide system of 190

branches ("finales-) and became the de factp school library network.

The BdL accomplished this feat virtually withour a book budget. Because the Ministry of Education funds only salaries.
and some capital expenses for the BdLs. most books are donated. Many finales have but a few shelves of worn books.

magazine and newspaper subscriptions are a rare luxury -

Macias's goal is a Library Fellow was to help BdL staff members throughout the country maximize use of thi?scal cc-

resources. '1 wanted to promote a more efficient and imaginative handling of the materials available. and to CITIptlasize

..4hat most school and public libraries in Bolivia could improve their services and contribute to the proi-r-ess of rnc'r

communities without resorting to expensive technology To achieve this goal. \he designed a series of tl,r ce-day.

in-service workshops, for BdL staff in La Paz and in the principal cities of Cochabamba and Santa Ci uz

MARIA-SOLANGE MACIAS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



In preparation for the workshops. Macias toured

the filiales located in low-income neighborhoods of La

Paz. She observed that many BdL staff members had a

remarkable amount of enthusiasm for their work despite

the lack of resources. On her itinerary was the newest

BdLLa Biblioteca Infantil y Jtivenil 'Oscar Alfaro.

named for the poet who pioneered children's literature

in Bolivia. Opened in 1991, the library is housed in a

colorful and attractive building and has an imaginatively

designed play area, open stacks and a young committed

staff. "It has great untapped potential as a truly peda-

gogical institutionone that can offer training for

teachers and serve as a role model for other Bolivian

libraries:' The Library yellow offered to

consult there while she prepared her workshop lectures

and translated her research materials into Spanish.

Work came to a haft during the ten-day-long

Carnival celebrations in La Paz. Carnival is the culmina-

tion of many popular festivals which mark the beginning

of the year in Bolivia. At the "Alackas" fair people buy

miniature houses, cars, money, and farm animals and

have them blessed by both a native shaman and a pnest

for good luck Elaborately costumed dancers in fabulous

monster masks highlight carnival parades in the mining

town of Oruro. In addition to these folkloric displays,

Macias also attended a traditional peasant festival in

Copacabana on the shores of Lake Titicaca

message" got out to the greatest possible number of

library practitioners.

The workshop inter_ztion also helped promote

networking and greater cooperation among librarians at

different institutions. Local library associations were

reactivated with a renewed sense of purpose after each

workshop. At the final workshop in La Paz, BdL staff

were in the majority, but also in the audience were

"very motivated young students" from the University

Library Science department Afterwards. Macias joined

them at a local restaurant for a lively closing celebration.

During the course of her fellowship, Macias had

been able to talk with librarians and observe conditions

throughout the country. As a result she became con-

vinced of the need to persuade policy makers at the

Ministry of Education of the importance of libraries in

educational development efforts. Determined to pre-

sent the case for better public and school libraries,

Macias conferred with top-level education administrators

in La Paz Their discussions resulted in a week-long con-

ference on .:ie role and importance of libraries in the

educational system the first in-depth conference ever

held on the subject of school libraries in Bolivia.

Over eighty Ministry of Education staff members

involved in national education planning and curriculum

development took part in the conference along with

librarians, principals and teachers. The participants

Maria-Solange Macias, a collections development librarian at Miami Dade (Florida) Public Library System

went to Banco del Libro, La Paz, Bolivia. Her fellowship lasted from January through June 1992.

In spite of these celebrations, economic and social

problems were difficult to ignore. The Library Fellow's

planned trips to visit Book Banks in the countryside were

cancelled for lack of resources. Throughout March and

Apnl, strikes and demonstrations frequently closed many

institutions in La Paz including the University.

Nevertheless, Macias initiated informal discussions with

the University's Library Science faculty on the need for

curriculum reforms: they continued to make progress on

the reforms throughout her stay. To further offset

delays in La Paz, an add,ionai consulting assignment took

Macias to the new technology information center of the

Universidad Andina in Sucre.

By comparison, the last months of her fellowship

were spent in a flurry of activity that began with the BdL

sponsored workshops in Cochabamba and Santa Cruz.

Macias's lectures focused on modernizing and improving

library public services, with emphasis on reference tech-

niques, library instruction, community and collection

analysis. and outreach programs in response to commu-

nity needs. In both cities, workshop participants included

librarians from schools, universities, government offices,

private industry and non -profit research institutions. "At

times it became quite a challenge with ..uch a heteroge-

nous crowd to present the matenal so that everyone

could get something useful out of it" On the plus side,

the Library Fellow noted, this diversity meant that "the

developed recommendations for greater integration of

libraries in the educational process, including training in

library methods at the national teacher training colleges

("escuelas norrnales"), and called for increased funding

to upgrade library staffs, facilities and collections. These

recommendations to be presented to the Minister

of Education for inclusion in an upcoming National

Congress on educational reform.

"Designing and conducting this seminar was the

most challenging and rewarding experience of my fel-

lowship," Macias declared. Most participants had little

knowledge of librarianship or the concept of a school

media center that supports instruction, and they were

skeptical about using the library for multipurpose actM-

ties. "ft was exceptionally gratifying to see the

transformation that my audience underwent. I can only

hope the insights they gained will be reflected in future

policy decisions."

Macias's expenence in Bolivia was a fulfilling and

positive one: "Never in my professional life have I felt so

needed and my expertise so valued." But she expressed

concern that many worthwhile projects she had begun

might en0 for lack of adequate resources to continue

them. "I suspect this may be a common frustration for

Fellows who serve in the developing world. It would

be interesting to discuss strategies for following up on

projects."
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After.witnessingth'putsch' that took placein-
the former Soviet Union in August 1991 while,

she was.attending the conference of the

International Federation of Library Associations
and Instrtutions(IFLA). Library Fellow Jidca_

Hurych haci.moced feelings as she headed for

Moscow once again in April of 102 There,
during a three-month fellowship at the All-State

Library of Foreign Literature in the capital of

the new Russian Republic, she saw for herself

what life has been like in Moscow and other

cities since the attempted coup "The present
sttuanon is also tembly complicated and

difficult to understand," she conct u ed

Faced with extreme social and economic

upheaval, the library comm ity in RuLsta

nonetheless remains dedicate to maintaining

collections and services_ urych was

impressed with their devonoh "Most Russian

libraries have absolutely no funds for buying

new books and servals at present I have great

respect for what they manage to do withl
very little

A warm reception from Ekaterina Genieva,

director of the All-State Library of Foreign

Literature, awaited the Library Fellow Under
Mrs Geneva's leadqrship, the Library is becom-

ing a culoiral center not only for Moscow, but
for all of Russia_ With holdings of some five

million items Kr 136 languages. it is a magnet for

Russians and for crnieni of other countries
mg in Moscovi

An Amencarr reading roomthe first
collection of American books in a Russian

library open to.the publicwas inaugurated in
the All-State Library two years ago Exhibits,

conferences, literary and musical everrings, and

official meetings involving representatives of

foreign cultures increase the Libgry s visibility

in the country. "Although the economic
situation is extremely hard and the pay is very

low, most librarians are enthusiastic about the

Library and therworlc. From the beginning I
felt welcomeand very soon I was accepted as a

memberof the team."



Library Fellow Hurych's

primary assignment was to pre-

sent seminars about American

reference services to librarians

from the All-State Library and

other major libraries of Moscow,

among them the Lenin Library

and the library of Moscow State

University. Evaluating the All-

State Library's collection of

American resources and advising

on improvements to its collec-

tions and reference services

were other goals. "I evaluated

the Library's collection of
American literature and found it

outstanding. The collections

have been built over the years

by subject specialists par excel-

lencepeople with advanced
degrees in literature, linguistics,

history and other fields."

Work on enhancing collec-

tions and reference resources at

the All-State Library had begun

long before the library Fellow

left for Moscow. At Northern
Illinois University in De Kalb, III.,

where Hurych is head of the

Science and Engineering

Department of the University

Libraries, she collected books

for the Library from faculty
members in history, political sci-

ence, linguistics, education, and

teaching English as a second lan-

guage. She also compiled

bibliographic guides to the "best

books" in American history,

political science, and literature

for the head of collection devel-

opment at the All-State Library,

as well as lists of recommended

reference sources and books in

library and information science.

Hurych's home for her

three-month fellowship was a

monumental Stalinu era build-

ing with a beautiful view of the

Kremlin and Moscow River

a mere five- minute walk

from the Library and fifteen

minutes from Red Square.

"Moscow is as interesting

as ever," the Library Fellow

wrote soon after her arrival.

There were concerts, ballets.

plays, and operas to see, and

cathedrals, monasteries, and lit-

erary and art museums to visit.

"The city is still a cultural place

although the living conditions

are extremely difficult or the

people." She had the good for-

tune to witness the most

revered of the country's holy rit-

ualsthe dramatic Russian

Orthodox Easter ceremonies

that take place in th... venerable

old cathedrals of the capital.

During a month of familiar-

izing herself with the various

departments of the All-State

Library of Foreign Literature,

Hurych found that the Library's

users were primarily interested

in books on management. busi-

ness, finance, and business law.

"There is also a great deal of

interest in foreign language

study and teaching methodolo-

gy as well as ir. contemporary

literature."

The Library Fellow did

some "hands-on" reference

work in the American reading

room, answering questions

related to American culture and

the English language. G. A

K:slovskaja, assistant deputy

director of the Library, praised

Hurych's contribution to the

work of the reading room:
"Mrs. Hurych brought with her

American ideas on what public

service is and how it should be

perfected. Because of her assis-

tance, the American Reading

Hall has received an authentic

American touch."

Librarians from several

Moscow libraries besides the

All-State Library attended

Hurych's seminars on American

library practices. Lectures cov-

ered the structure and

organization of American uni-

versity libraries; reference

services and ethics, the refer-

ei ,ze interview, and online

services; and collection manage-

ment and resource sharing.

Response from attendees was

good. she reported. "My

Russian colleligues were very

interested in these topics and

there were quite a few ques-

tions after each session."

Jitka Hurych, head of the Science and
Engineering Libraries at Northc T1 Illinois

DeKaib, went to the k I-State

Library of Foreign Literature, Moscow.
Her fellowship lasted from April

through June 1992.

Moscow is home to many

impressive libraries. Visiting

them gave the Library Fellow an

excellent overview of Russian

library practices and the oppor-

tunity to widely share her own

expertise, especially in online

databases and networking. At

the Russian State Library, one of

the world's largest libraries and

Russia's major depository, she

visited the renowned Museum

of the Book Invited to the
grand opening of a comprehen-

sive health sciences database of

Russian publications at the State

Central Research Medical

Library, Hurych discovered a

system comparable to and com-

patible with Medline.

A choir sang as a Russian

Orthodox priest sprinkled holy

water throughout the Nekrasov

Central City Public Library dur-

ing the Library Fellow's visit.

The blessing was to protect the

nineteenth-century mansion

hor ising the library from demoli-

tion at the hands of Russian and

foreign entrepreneurs who seek

to build a hotel, restaurant or

stadium on the spot "It was a

rather touching spiritual event"

Hurych wrote. 'The priest
promised the church's help in

preserving the library." Most of

the libraries Hurych visited

expressed interest in establish-

ing programs of book exchange

with American academic

libraries.

S

Siberia and other regions

of the country were on the

Library Fellow's itinerary near

the end of her stay. In

Nc.vosibirsk Siberia, she lec-

tured on American academic

libraries and discovered that the

Siberian branch of the Russian

Academy of Sciences is interest-

ed in librarian exchanges with

the U.S At the Saftykov-
Shchedrin Public Library in St

Petersburg, a woman who had

worked in the library during the

siege of Leningrad led Hurych

through a collection of rare

manuscripts and books from the

era of Peter the Great "Her
story and knowl lge of the

Library were fascinating." The

Library Fellow also lectured or.

online catalogs and electronic

databases at the Ukrainian

Academy of Sciences in Kiev.

After a very successful fel-

lowshipof which U.S.
Embassy personnel in Moscow

said, "ft would be difficult to do

better' Library Fellow Hurych
was invited to return to Russia

to train librarians for the
American cultural center that is

being developed. "I hope that I

will have an opportunity to go

back some day and ste what

changes have taken place," she

said. "As I was leaving I knew I

would miss Moscow. my host

library, and new friends. it has

been an extremely rewarding

experience for me."



During Library Fellow Marjorie Rosenthal's six-month fellowship at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

suffered its coldest-winter in one hundred years: Four times between December and March: snow piled up in the

Jerusalem hills, while the rest 9f the country was inundated with heavy rain accompanied by strong winds. Trees plant-

ed at the time of the country's birth forty-four years ago toppled and illness was widespread, in part due to the lack of-
central heating- Fortunately, Rosenthal and her husband managed to stay warm and healthyl'in a cozy little apartm

with our own thermostat."

The Library Fellow's assignment was to teach at the Graduate School of Library and Archive Studies of the Hebrew

University In a joint fellowship proposal. the Hebrew University and Israel s Ministry of Education and Culture had

asked for a Fellow to teach for one semester at the University and one semester at Kaye Teachers College in Beer

Sheva However. two equally qualified candidates applied for the positionRosenthal and Barbara Rush (see

profile on pages 22-23). So for the irsr time in the history of the Library Fellows Program, a fellowship was divided

between two outstare candidates, with the approval of the sponsonng institutions.

School libraries in Israel have been targeted for long overdue improvement by the Ministry of Education and Culture__

The education of librarians, teacher - librarians, and paraprofesi;onal library staff for schools is of paramount

importance in the' plah, as is in-service training for practicing library personnel "Most school librarians, at least in large-

cities. ve a two-year teacher's college background; others in towns. villages! and settlements may take a course

offered by teacher's colleges." Rosenthal observed.

At the Hebrew University library schoolthe only one in the country to offer the MLS Rosenthal taught two course.

management of school libraries and reading encouragement fos children_ Now an assistant professor at the Palmer

School of Library and InfOrmanon Science. Long Island.University, she teaches courses on school libranes. children's lit-

erature, and instructional methods With twenty years of experience in school libraries and public library children's

services. Rosenthal had the expertise needed to make school libreMs.3nimportant part of the library school curriculum,
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Library school students at Hebrew University are

required to complete a rigorous academic schedule,

including a thesis reviewed by a committee. "The

Master's degree in Library Science in Israel could be cate-

gonzed as somewhere between the Master's and the

doctorate in the U.S." Soon after the first day of classes,

Rosenthal reported that she had received a warm wel-

come from students and other faculty members. "I had

everything I needed at my disposal and was almost imme-

diately appointed a 'visiting scholar,' a real honor."

Among the most popular of the many books and

other instructional materizls the Library Fellow brought

from the U.S. were ALA "Read" posters. She received

many requests for them throughout her six months in

Jerusalem, with "Miss Piggy" and "The Simpsons" posters

in the highest demand.

Visits to school libraries were an important part of

Rosenthal's weekly itinerary. "To become familiar with

the education system and its results, one must visit

schools, and I did-23 of themelementary, secondary,
Jewish, Arab, Druse ... from the upper Galilee and

Mount Carmel in the north to Beer Tuvia in the south

and both East and West Jerusalem." Everywhere, people

asked for her opinion on changing and improving libraries.

"Occasionally, a library or librarian was doing such out-

standing work that very little could be suggested except

that salaries and working conditions be upgraded."

libraries. To better acquaint the group and librarians serv-

ing young people with techniques for drawing children to

books, the Library Fellow offered to inaugurate a series of

workshops on promoting children's reading and encour-

aging public library cooperation with teachers and school

librarians. Mr. Avraham Vilner, director of Jerusalem

Public Libraries, helped coordinate the first workshop and

sent invitations to all the elementary school and children's

librarians in Jerusalem. Nearly 40 people attended most

of them from the schools. At the very successful pro-

gram, Rosenthal discussed techniques for booktalks, while

Library Fellow Barbara Rush demonstrated storytelling

methods.

Encouraging reading was also an objective of the

English Teachers Association of Jerusalem. After the

group's president contacted Rosenthal, she spoke to them

about promoting reading and involving their school librari-

ans in the English curriculum. The result was that JELLY

and the English Teachers Association agreed to cooperate

on projects to enhance the teaching and enjoyment of

English. "I felt that by the end of my stay, the understand-

ing of the school library mission in Israel was well on the

way to real development." Rosenthal remarked.

The annual Israel Library Conference sponsored a

session on school libraries for the first time in several

years while Rosenthal ,vas in the country. She and several

Israeli colleagues prepared a program on school librarian-

Marjorie Rosenthal, assistant professor at Palmer School of Library and Information Science, Long Island University,

traveled to the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel. Her fellowship lasted from October 1991 through March 1992.

Becoming acquainted with Jerusalem and its environs

was a delight for Rosenthal and her husband. "The city is

as intense, exciting. and unique a place to explore as any

in the world." They sampled vanous cuisines, from tradi-

tional Eastern European Jewish cooking to Arab

specialties, and Rosenthal commented, "The fruits, vegeta-

bles, and dairy products are the best I have ever tasted!"

A day trip to the Egyptian Sinai found them at the

renowned Monastery of Santa Katerina, located near the

foot of the Biblical Mt Sinai, where Moses received the

Ten Commandments. Traveling in the desert was an

"otherworldly" experience: 'With the exception of a few

Bedouins, it was empty and almost totally desolate." The

library of the monasteryone of the most famous in the

worldwas for centuries the home of the Codex
Syriacus, the first written version of the Bible, until it

disappeared during the nineteenth century (it is now in

the British Museum). The dry, cool desert climate pro-

vides a superb environment for the preservation of

ancient documents.

In addition to her teaching at the Hebrew University,

Rosenthal was involved in several projects that concerned

both teacher-librarian networking and integrating the

library into the school curriculum. An organization called

JELLY (Jerusalem English Language Library for Youth) pro-

vides children's books in English for Jerusalem's public 4011
r.

teacher cooperation and library integration into the cur-

riculum for the meeting in Tel Aviv. To their astonishment,

the fourth snowstorm of the season closed the roads

from Jerusalem to Tel Aviv on the first day of the confer-

ence. "Still, there were about 250 attendees and well

over 150 of them came to hear us. We were overjoyed,

as this obviously indated more interest in and recogni-

tion of the school library role than had ever been shown

previously.... It was the icing on the cake."

"I cannot find the words to describe what this expe-

rience has meant to me," Rosenthal later said of her

fellowship. "Living and working in (and having your con-

tributions valued) by another culture's library community

is a privilege not afforded many librarians. I treasure the

friends I have made and the knowledge and understand-

ing I have gained!"

Dr. Bluma Perna, director of the Hebrew University

School of Library and Archive Studies, spoke of

Rosenthal's valuable contributions to the school and other

educational institutions throughout Israel. In a letter to

the Library Fellow, she wrote, "Your courses, workshops,

lectur and other work have contributed tremendously

to the better understanding of the importance of school

libraries and reading promotion .... I would like to wish

that you will continue this wonderful work for many.

many years to come."



n ontgomery Smith had.inanytthmgszt

on hecntinctas.she flew toward Lima. Peru. for a six
month fellowship.with the newly fornied.colegiccd

Bibliotecologo=deLPertethe first professionaLorga---

nrditiorrof librarians rn thecountry: She wonderech-

about.the-scopeof her-actwities_witte the Colegia

and whether she would beaffected by thee.

cholera-Outbrealc,though she had beerrvaca.
naiad..? The laical situation was also-
proble 1--terr,onsractrvity in Peru-
contin ed in spite of a government-

declared state of emergency

"It came as a surprise to me. then. as_

my plane swept in low over the out -

skirts of Lima dunng the last.rn inutee
of daylighe tat:the theme-song .
from-'Raiders-of the Lost Ark' was

running throughmy mindz-
How-couldibeanyttneerbuF
upbeacwterradventure-wass,

at hand?" Concernfabottc..
terrorism Were allayed bya..

U.S. Embassy personnel -
soon after her arrival ,

in Peru. but rtath-
found that the tense
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politicaLcknamdidaffectiterplanned fel
actnit3es-ren Lima ancitcc some extent curtailedtraveL

outside the captr-A1-,

The visiorrforthe Calegiocdebbliotecologosd-a-

Peru ts.thatit_wili emergeas-the primary na

policyrnalung body for library servicesmthe.

countrr Amonyrts_rnore than 200 m
are the directors of every major state and pri-

vate library in Peru: including major r

, and information centers in Lima._

With helpt from-the library school's at the-

Catholic University and the University'
of San Marcos in Lima---tire only-

library schools in the country--the
Coleycr is formulating a long-term--

strategy for improving library

tramingand services in Perm-

The piartwas for library Fellow-

Srrudrta teach a course

both library schools, conduce

in-service workshops in,

some of the outlying clues,-

and help the Coley°

develop a methodology

for training librarians.
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During her first month in Lima. Smith

visited 15 librariesranging from one-per-

son public libraries to the National

Libraryand met more than 35 librarians.
"Exciting and dynamic solutions are being

tried all over the county," she noted, "but

other librarians don't know about them.

Advocating for these solutions was an

important part of my activities."

Encouraging communication among

librarians became a sub-theme of Smith's

fellowship. She helped the Colegio del

Bibliotecologos develop a newsletter and

encouraged members to form special

interest chapters. And as she continued

to visit libraries and talk to librarians

throughout her stay, the Library Fellow

made suggestions and transmitted infor-

mation from one library to another. "At

first I was like a sponge absorbing the real-

ity of Peruvian library activity, but I quickly

began to feel like a bee tnat picked up

and dropped off bits of pollen as it buzzed

from flower to flower....1 was providing

cross-pollination among their libraries per-

haps more than I was actually bringing in

ideas from outside."

The University of San Marcos was

considered off-limits in the volatile political

situation, so Smith was not able to teach

her own course there. However, she

arranged with several San Marcos library

science faculty members to help off -cam-

pus with their classes in preservation and

toner ation, collection development, and

the traniation of library literature.

At the Catholic University. the

Library Fellow was asked to teach an I 8-

week course in the administration and

organization of academic, special and

national libraries. She carefully scripted all

of her lectures in Spanish for the seven

advanced level students. "Organizing 18

weeks of matenal using local resources

was at least as complex as I had expect-

ed." These scripts became the basis for a

later six-session mini-course for practicing

librarians and members of the Colegio.

Students in the mini-course expressed

appreciation for her command of the lan-

guage and understanding of the working

reality of Peruvian libraries.

Although travel outside Lima was

restricted, the Library Fellow visited

libraries in Cuzco and Trujillo and saw

several sights for which Peru is well

known. "I was able to experience envi-

ronments of extreme beauty and histonc

significanceto visit a new archaeological

site with its discoverer, climb up to the

secret city of Machu Picchu, and stand in

awe at the towering peaks of the white

and black mountain ranges near Huaraz"

In Lima, friends took her to clubs

where immigrants from outlying towns

gather together to eat the foods of their

region and dance to traditional music.

"They cook in earthen ovens in which

special rocks are heated. When the oven

is appropriately hot they bake bean pods,

potatoes, meat and cornmeal mush

wrapped in corn husks. Delicious!"

A unique library-oriented program

to prevent drug abuse among young peo-

ple came to Smith's attention after a

chance meeting with the British Cultural

Affairs Officer in the capital. In the pro-

gram, called CEDRO, youngsters are

encouraged to develop and manage small

community libraries. The goal is to pro-

vide them with responsibility, help them

to better use their time outside of school,

and give them a sense of accomplishment

and community involvement that will

steer them away from drugs.

"On several Saturday afternoons I

met with as many as sixty of these eager

library volunteers to talk about displaying

books, shelving and organizing materials,

preventing damage (bx people, insects,

and climate), and making minor repairs."

The student-run libraries were often

located in a corner of a community center

or in someone's house, but they included

the best collections of children's books

that the Library Fellow had seen any

Ann Montgomery Smith is director
of Libraries and Curator of Special

Collections at Wentworth Institute,
Boston. Her fellowship at the

Colegio de Bibliotecologos del Peru,
Lima lasted from February

through July 1992.
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where in the city"Even in the municipal
libraries of Lima's better suburbs, where

the children's room was sometimes per-

manently appropriated by municipal

officials for other functions, such as civil

marriage!"

In her consultations with the Colegio

de Bibliotecologos, Library Fellow Smith

worked closely with the Colegio's first

President Martha Fernandez de Lopez

At the time, Lopez was serving on special

assignment as deputy director of the

National Library of Peru (Biblioteca

Nacional del Peru), which is in the process

of a major reorganization. Among the

Li::)rary's treasures are a 15th-century

Spanish volume containing handwritten

notations by Garcilaso de la Vega, who

wrote the first history of the Inca

Empire"a state that was destroyed

before it had been known."

Plans for reorganizing the National

Library had been waiting for the signature

of the Minister of Education when

Peruvian President Fujimori announced a

state of emergency. In the meantime, the

Library continued to investigate ways of

increasing its effectiveness and productivi-

ty, especially in the areas of bibliographic

control and access to information. The

Library does not use a standard cataloging

format at present although the MARC

format is used for the National

Bibliography. Therefore, Smith explained

the use of MARC records in resource

sharing, demonstrated Library of Congress

MARC cataloging, and helped identify

projects for a Fulbright scholar cataloging

specialist who was scheduled to arrive in

early 1993.

"This assignment was probably the

most challenging and satisfying project that

I have ever undertaken." the Library

Fellow said in her final report. "The multi-

ple activities in which I participated

ensured a high level of personal satisfac-

tion and discouraged any focus on

frustrations or problems. The people I

met were genuine. friendly and helpful."

She expressed pleasure in knowing that

her visit was part of a continuum in which

Fulbright scholars would build on her

activities in libraries and computer net-

working. "I'm working on cooperative

efforts with libraries here and at home

that I hope will continue for years to

come and am very sorry to leave. it's

been a fantastic experience."



"It!' ..
One of the highlights of Library Fellow James

Moldovan's six-month assignment at the

Central University Library of Bucharest was the

inauguration of Romania's first library net-

workonly two years after disaster struck the
Library in the country s "Christmas Revolution" T.

of 1989 During the uprising against the

Ceaucescu regime. the Library's stately old

main building near theory center became the

focal point of fiery battles between Opposing

forces A priceless collection of incunabula and.

manuscripts was destroyed along with many

other books and periodicals However some
16 million volumes housed in other locations

escaped the conflagration

During his fellowship. Moldovan was reminded

of the great loss whenevIr hepassed the shell

of site building "he Library is being rebuilt
slowly b(ir its chA-ed skeleton continues to

stand as a symbol of 46, years of intellectual iso-

lation The Library Fellow was in Romania to

help develop a network and online catalog at

the Central University Library Now librarian
at the United States CouA of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit in San Francisco. Moldovan has

cataloged Romanian materials at the Library of

Congress and has extensive experience with

conversion from manual to online systems Of

Romanian descent. he had lived in the country

before and is fluent in the language

Nearly five decades of dictatorship isolated

Romanian libraries fiorn advances in librarian-

ship and resulted in seriously out-of-date

collections. especially in fields such as science

and technology. To remedy the situation, many
organizations are directing resources to the

country's libraries. Projects such as ALA's
"Books for Romania" have helped numerous

university and technical college libraries begin

to modernize their collections.

BEST COPY AVAIL



Under the leadership of its

director, Dr. Ici Stoica, the

Central University Library has

aken the lead in bringing

Rpmanian libraries into the

mainstream of Western librari-

anship. 'With energy and

finesse, he secured temporary

quarters and began to rebuild

the physical plant and collec-

tions," Moldovan reported.

Unesco has designated the

library as a pilot site for automa-

tion. At the time of the Library
Fellow's arrival in Bucharest in

January 1992. hardware and

CD-ISIS software for an online

catalog were on order and plans

for a cataloging networl, were

complete.

Moldovan's assignments

were to prepare cataloging staff

for automation through one-on-

one instruction as well as classes

and workshops, to consult with

automation department staff

about the online catalog and

other automation possibilities,

and to discuss library computer-

ization with students in the

recently re-established

Department of Library Science.

Answering cataloging ques-

tions and helping staff become

accustomed to the idea of

automation took up much of

the first two months of
Moldovan's fellowship. "I am

spending time with each cata-

loger at the terminal' so that

each of them grows more

comfortable working online.

At this point, catalogers are

standing in line, waiting to enter

their records." By the end of

January, the much awaited PCs

for the network had arrived and

on March I "The installation

was completed and the first

library network in Romania was

a reality."

Catalogers had been con-

tributing records to the

database through the single ter-

minal available, but with multiple

PCs at hand their output

increased considerably. By the

end of March, the new network

could boast of more than

20,000 records created locally

by the staff of 25 catalogers.

"Our move into automation is

going ahead, albeit with some

handicaps, of which we are

aware," Moldovan commented

at the time. 'The Central
University Library of Bucharest

has bean very receptiveit is a
real pleasure for me to be here."

The Library Fellow was

particularly interested in per-

suading catalogers to create

access points with library users

in mind. "Catalogers are grow-

ing in their understanding of

users' needs in describing,/classi-

fying books within the

framework of automation," he

observed. "I talk a great deal to

colleagues about users' needs

and online access; I also speak

about the usefulness of library

utilities in facilitating user needs

and access." A brief and easy-

to-read introduction to library

resource-sharing and OCLC

written by Moldovan was pub-

lished in a leading Romanian

library journal.

In ezr April, the Library

Fellow traveled to Moscow for

the East-West Conference on

Emerging Computer

Technologies in Education.

Asked to represent the Central

University Library in Dr. Stoica's

place, he termed the invitation

"a great honor." At the confer-

ence, Mrs. Doina Banciu, head

of the Library's Automation
Department presented a paper

on computer applications in

library education that was edit-

ed and translated by Moldovan.

"Mrs. Banciu and 1 also visited

several libraries in Moscow and

paid particular attention to

technical developments in each

of them."

Upon his return to

Bucharest, the Library Fellow

continued to offer advice and

instruction to catalogers about

online cataloging and the CD-

ISIS software. At the same

time, he investigated the possi-

bilities of a national library

automation plan for Romania.

James Moldovan, a librarian at the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, San Francisco

traveled to Central University Library,
Bucharest, Romania. His stay lasted from

January through June 1992.

Responsibility for the

Romanian national bibliography

is shared among the Central

University Library (for doctoral

dissertations), the National

Library (for current publications)

and the Academy Library (for

rrtospective publications to

1918). Before a national

automation plan could even Le

considered, however, basic doc-

umentation in Romanian was

needed. Therefore, the Library

Fellow persuaded the heads of

automation at the Central

University Library and the

National Library to translate the

1987 edition of the UNIMARC

manual into Romanian and to

develop both a Romanian-

English index for the manual

and an appendix of Romanian

cataloging examples.

He met weekly with the

translators and also contacted

the Library of Congress and the

Deutsche Bibliothek to resolve

any copyright and publication

issues. "My colleagues are very

capable and enthusiastic about

this project. Correctly done, it

will result in a fundamental

library resource, promote colle-

giality among libraries here, and

should move the Romanian

national bibliography in line with

current international stan-

dards....The future of

machine-readable cataloging in

Romania pivots around this pro-

ject" By the time he left
Romania, plans had been made

to publish the manual in 1993.

A trip by car to the
Transylvanian city of Cluj in May

presented Moldovan with a rare

opportunity to view several

exquisite ninth - century manu-

saipts. The renowned
Batthyaneum Library in the

town of Alba Julia, between

Bucharest and Cluj, has a collec-

tion of some 600 incunabulae,

including nearly half the original

pages of the Codex Aureus/

Lorsch Gospels (c. 810).

In Cluj, he presented a

paper on cooperative cataloging

and library automation to staff

at the University of Cluj Library

and conducted a brief cataluging

workshop. After the session, as

the Library Fellow was discussing

online cataloging procedures

with an elderly cataloger, she

suddenly exclaimed, 'This isn't

so difficult after all!" He

promptly asked her to repeat

the remark loudly for the bene-

fit of the entire group and later

reported, "Cluj was a succes.4"

Assessing the impact of his

fellowship, Moldovan expressed

a sense of satisfaction with the

"tangible results" in automated

cataloging. "I leave an institution

which is considerably more inte-

grated into the international

library community than it was

before my visit...The Library

has much greater access to

needed foreign contactswith
these contacts, it can move for-

ward." Library Director Stoica

commended the progress made

at the Central University Library

during Moldovan's time there.

"He was a real help in working

towards automation. His help

and competence benefited both

the department and each librari-

an in it"



As Alaskan libranan Sue Shenf arrived in Reykiavik.

Iceland in the early morning darkness of New Year's

Day 1992, she was aware of many lights Some of

them were familiarthe arctic sky was dotted with ir
fireworks in celebration of the holiday "I felt right -C.-

at home because we havtour fireworks on New
Year's Eve in Alaska. too But on the snowy

bus trip into the capital city, she spotted some-
' thing she had never seena cemetery in

which every stone, marker and fence was

festively adorned with bright Christmas
"4., lights. "This was my first clue that I was
^, no longer in interior Alaska

Library Fellow Sherif had come to

Reykjavik for six months to teach

undergraduate library courses at

the University of Iceland and to

give workshops on library ser-

vices for children and young

adults. She was also to plan a

display of children's books to 411'
broaden Icelanders' knowl-
edge of American

children's literature and
wt

promote more transla- 04-
eons into Icelandic_ .

; r'
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As supervisor of youth. reference, and regional service

for the North Star Borough Public Library in Fairbanks_

Alaska. Shenf has wide experience in children's ser-

vices At the University of Alaska-Fair tenks. she

teaches courses on literature for children and on-

bringing books and children together--

Eager to learn the national language, Sherif

began a class in Icelandic, but conceded. lg.,

Everyone speaks fantastic English so

there's minimal incentive to try out my

halting phrases.' She marvelled at the NOSisb=

5'

4' s>

remarkable tradition of literacy in

this country of only 250 000 people
4rom their custom of family reading

hours on long dark winter
evenings "to the national pride

.11; h the great sagas written in
- Icelandic." Icelanders have a

reverence for,the printed
word All libraries have a

4, -.
large number of foreign

language works,

particularly in English,

but English m'atenals

are scarce for rges Lk/4;i.
12 and under

"
5. el

,747"
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In preparing for her courses, Sher if

found that censorship and selection of

materials did not require the major

emphasis they demand in the U.S.

Iceland's publishing industry produces a

small number of children's titles each year.

Most libraries purchase multiple copies of

every title on standing order, so selection

is not an issue. The Library Fellow's

inquiries about censorship revealed only

three objections to books for children in

the past ten yearsnone of them result-
ing in action. "The idea of removing

books from library shelves seems to be a

foreign one here."

Sherif quickly learned that Icelandic

school and public librarians have a keen

interest in young adult services. Her

course on library services to young adults

was the first of its kind ever offered at the

University. Classes were very small. "I

found the students to be of high calibre

and with a serious interest in the field of

librarianship. Teaching in such circum-

stances and in the beautiful facilities of the

Faculty of Social Sciences, where the

library school is housed, made this aspect

of the fellowship a pure pleasure."

Members of Sherifs young adult ser-

vices class produced the first Icelandic

bibliography of popular young adult titles

during her tenure. She wrote a brief

handbook of children's services that will

be translated into Icelandic for the benefit

of the country's librarians.

Another pleasure of the fellowship

was Reykjavik itself. Although the cost of

living was high, Sherif found the city to be

very comfortable. 'The cultural opportu-

nities, the manageable size of the city,

good public transportation, swims in geot-

hermal pools, the wonderful bookstores,

the safetyall are aspects of living in

Iceland that I will miss." The warm and

windy winter weather was a pleasant sur-

prise: Reykjavik is on the same latitude as

Fairbanks, but the Gulf Stream gives it a

relatively mild climate. 'The idea of

Icelanders bundled up in parkas is not an

accurate one."

In April, Sherif coordinated a three-

week-long display of children's books

donated by major U.S. publishers at the

American Library in the capital.

Attendance at the exhibit was high. She

reported that teachers, parents, librarians

and National Department of Education

officials were particularly impressed with

the beautifully produced nonfiction for

children this area has been somewhat

overlooked by Icelandic publishers. "I

think the exhibit may have some long-

term impact. because at the present time

there are only a few American titles in

Icelandic translation other than Nancy

Drews, Hardy Boys and Disneys."

Among about 500 titles fo. children

published in Icelandic in this century,

approximately 19 have been translations

of American children's classics. The

Library Fellow arranged for a smaller

exhibit of American children's books with

Nordic settings or by Nordic authors to

be displayed at the library of Norraenna

Husid, an international cultural center in

Reykjavik jointly operated by Iceland,

Greenland, the Faroe Islands, Finland and

the Scandinavian countries.

Before the end of the University

term, Sherif had presented several in-ser-

vice workshops to librarians and had also

met with many elementary and high

school liL,arians from Reykjavik 'The

high school librarians were very lively and

seemed to display a commitment to net-

working that I observed at few other

places in Iceland. The contacts I made led

to several library visits and left me with

pleasant memories of the outstanding

'esprit de corps' of this group."

Other workshops on library services

for children and young adults and a few

independent camping trips took the

Library Fellow to all the major inhabited

areas of Iceland. including Akureyri, the

second largest city, and the volcanic areas

of the Westmann Islands. "Because little

emphasis has been placed on program-

ming in Icelandic school and public

libraries, I had no difficulty finding interest-

ed audiences for my workshops."

Sue Sherif, a public services librarian
at Fairbanks (Alaska) North Star

Borough Public Library, traveled to
the Universky of Iceland, Reykjavik.

She stayed from January through
June 1992.
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At a three day course for public and

school librarians, the Library Fellow

explained to a somewhat skeptical audi-

ence that summer reading programs are

successful in Alaska. even thoughjust as
in Icelandsummer days are long and

warm and people want to be outside as

much as possible after the difficult winters.

Some students were enthusiastic and

planned to experiment with summer
reading programs in 1993. "But just days

before I was to leave Iceland, I heard a

report that one brave student of mine

had inaugurated a summer reading club

for children in a suburban public library.

At her first session, she attracted 8 children,

at the second session, 25, and at the third,

75! This was in a town near Reykjavik of

fewer than two thousand people."

Near the end of her fellowship,

Sherif was invited by Icelandic colleagues

to attend a conference of Nordic librari-

ans in Jarvenpaa, Finland. Also at the June

conference were librarians from the newly

independent Baltic countries of Estonia,

Latvia and Lithuania. "I learned that the

concerns of these librarians are similar to

ours foremost among them are maintain-

ing library funding in an uncertain

economic future and creating meaningful

networks with the emerging nations of

Europe and Asia." A postconferer.ce trip

to Tallinn, Estonia, offered an eye-opening

look at the difficulties faced by librarians in

Eastern Europe and the former Soviet

Union. "In comparison, our financial and

operational problems are small indeed."

Summing up the goals of her fellow-

ship, Sherif explained, "One of the things I

tried to teach Icelandic library students

and librarians was that librarians, particu-

larly those in isolated places, will never be

able to accomplish what they'd like if they

think of themselves as alone or remote. It

is only when they work together that they

can accomplish the goals that funding and

time constraints make difficult This fel-

lowship helped me to learn the lesson I

was trying to teach."

Dr. Sigrun Klara Hannesdottir, associ-

ate professor at the University and Sherifs

host, thanked the Library Fellow for her

contribution to libraries in Iceland: "It has

been very enjoyable to see how well

Icelandic librarians and others who work

with children have received the ideas you

have presented and are now eager to

start testing them in our libraries."



When Library FellaweGkirixFuhaxrarrived in Belgrade in September 1991, there wassullhopetthatvolatileethnic::
conflicts in the reprublicTotSlovenizaSerb BOsnia-HIrcegovi na, Macedonia.-and Montenegro-would be-
resolved and a full-scale_ovil warwould be averted in the former Yugoslavian A messagefronr the U.S_ Embassy- -

described the situauomtahensucanctty="The Embassy hadetermmed that Belgradefor-nowns safe for the Amen
carruritnutr...I'm sure-you'll understamithatthe could change very quickly, depending-on-events-in Croatia and other,-

areas: Librarransiirthe atrassureciFulton thateven though there was fightingamongthe-armed forces, the library
community wanted taworictogethe=The human and national tragedy that followed affected her fellowship profoundly.

Originally slated to work ire; BeJgradefronrSeptember through December 199 I and June through August 1992. Fultorr

could not return to Serbia forthe second parr of her fellowship because of the war. Her four months in the capital

were professionally productiveand personally rewarding. but the escalating hostilities-cast a constanrshadow, over the
daily life of the city "The hardest-thing forme to deal with was the increasing depression experienced and expressed

by many of my colleagues,....They literally found it difficult to keep their minds-on their work"

Belgrade was nor near the fi inesof the battle, however, and Fulton embarked upon- tieTh fellowship assignment with

optimism and higfrexpectanot= Fluent in Serbian and Croatian, she had done postgraduate work in Zagreb. Croatia_

and had visited the countryparticularly Croatiamany times_ "I was well versed in the history and culture of:the
Serbian people and welcozned.the opportunity not only to visit this republic butalsata live and work there:1

The local librarycorrinnmitygreetecEthe Library Fellow.warrnly. She soon discovereckthata regular part of every
working they was drinking a pot-of-ruttish coffee with colleaguesand often discussing-the political situation "The fact

that I had.a.numbeeof intertstmchrectly related to Yugoslavia..such as finding out aboutvanous writers; folk music,
food, and national architecturmwasa great ice breaker." She was amazed-at the numberof librarians whowere poets,

writers; and philosophem and on close terms with the leading writers of the country.

GLORIA FuLTON



Besides the City Library of Belgradethe host insti-

tution named in the original fellowship proposalFulton
found herself working with three other libraries on an

ambitious national networking project that had been in

development for several years. The National Library of

Serbia, the University of Belgrade library, and the

Biblioteka Matice Srpske in Novi Sad were the other

major participants. 'The four libraries had put much

thought into making my assignment an interesting one.

The project seemed almost too good to be trueto be
involved in an information networking project in an envi-

ronment of multiple writing systems and numerous

languages, with data collection centers in various

republics."

During her first weeks in Serbia. Fulton was able to

see how the network functioned. She found an impres-

sive and sophisticated set-up that featured nearly 70

access points, Boolean searching capabilities, and rapid

response time. "It was a versatile system that used a

shared database for cataloging and inquiry, was capable of

handling multiple languages and scripts (both Cyrillic and

Latin), and had local systems with features we associate

with integrated systems in our own country." Librarians

at the National Library were continuing to work on a

multilingual thesaurus project designed to solve some of

the authority needs of the system.

Unfortunately, the main database, central processor,

every library Fulton visited, she saw serious space

problems. One and a half million volumes are squeezed

into the "Svetozar Markovic" Library of the University of

Belgrade, which was built with Carnegie funds to hold

300,000 volumes. "I was sitting in that library during an

earthquake and realized how ironic it would be for a

Californian to be buried in the rubble of a Carnegie

library in Yugoslavia." Problems with space also affected

access to library collections. Many overcrowded libraries

shelve books by "signatura," a shelf arrangement by size.

Browsing by c.:`,ject in stacks areas was therefore impossi-

ble, and since lighting was kept low in libraries to save

energy, reading was difficult "The increased use ofonline

catalogs is a bright spot in this scenario, since some possi-

bility for serendipity can be restored through browsing by

UDC number."
Because of the banking crisis caused by the war, hard

currency funds for libraries had been cut drastically, caus-

ing wholesale cancellation of periodical subscriptions. The

only alternative for most libraries, the library Fellow

explained, was to set up exchange agreements with

libraries abroad in the hopes of getting desired publica-

tions. Exchange was also one of the principal methods

for acquiring foreign imprints.

Another important part of Fulton's fellowship activi-

ties in Belgrade was a series of public lectures. On a

number of occasions, she spoke in Serbian about such

Gloria Fulton, associate librarian, Humboldt State University, Arcata, California went to the City Library of Belgrade, Republic of

Serbia. Her fellowship lasted from September through December 1991.

and software for the network were located in Maribor,
Slovenia, and communication lines ran through Croatia to

Serbia. In September, the communication lines were sev-

ered and remained so throughout the Library Fellow's

tenure in Belgrade. "Every day brought more news that

seemed to work against the kind of human cooperation
that makes networks possible....To their credit is the fact

that librarians in both Slovenia and Serbia wanted to con-

tinue their collaboration on the project," she reported.

Unable to proceed further with work on the nation-

al network, Fulton concentrated on fulfilling another

assignment visiting as many libraries as possible to advise

them on current library practice in the U.S. She has

extensive experience in both public and technical services

in academic libraries, with particular expertise in automat-

ed information systems. "I went to national, public, special.

university departmental, and even ecclesiastical libranes, in

addition to the four major libraries I worked with."
After talking with librarians and drinking the ever

present strong Turkish cc Tee, the Library Fellow would

examine online files, card (4talogs, stacks, preservation

facilities, and beautiful manuscript collections, and study

the software solutions libraries had devised for various

problems. She later observed, "The best of libranans in

Yugoslavia are as good as the best libranans anywhere,

and there were many in this category."

?S

topics as OCLC and its use in the Humboldt State

University Library, local networks at Humboldt State, the

American Library Association, and library education in the

U.S. Her talks usually drew an audience of some 50 to

100 people, many of whom had questions afterwards.

As Fulton left Belgrade, knowing that her return in

June 1992 was in doubt, she spoke of the Book Fellows

post as a high point of her library career. "I found that I

was a very welcome guest in the libraries I worked with

and was treated almost like visiting royalty....In their zeal

to ensure that I missed nothing 'truly Serbian,' my hosts

treated me to virtually every Serbian national dish and

gave me folk music cassette% icons, homemade brandy,

and all manner of books, prints, and maps." She told

friends that her only real danger had been from overeat-

ingespecially during the "slava and sausage" season in

November and December.
"My Serbian colleagues were among the finest peo-

ple I have ever met." Fulton said. "The political turmoil

made the lives of almost all of them very difficult, and I

wish that I could have done more to help the situation.
However, the attachments I made there will be of value

to me personally and professionally for a long time to

come. One can only hope that a solution will be found

that will enable the people of that country to coexist in

hamiony."



Library FellovaDebrxMcKetrrsaw be= firsrancienm
Evpnarimonumenvvvhileshawasstalledin traffic on a
highwayoverpassleading-intcrCaira:/:We could !us=
see-theb#oRarrises:peelungoven-the guardrad.!--
Darr challenging-seven-month felloirship atther
National Library of frgypt (Dacal-Kutub).M cKern--
managed to.visrt many-of the tombs-and temples/
in Upper: Egypr-She ofterewondered how theme

pollution in Cairo and other crueswa.c..
affecting the centimes -old structures.. but as..
an expert-on preservation of library-
materials. sbe was preoccupied with an
entirely different problem= How could=
the collections of the National Library;
which include rare Arabicpapyri and -
gold-embellished illuminated=

manuscriptsof the Koran; bes=._
be preserved?-

Danal-Kuu.dxwasshefirst:s.

national libraryta be_
estatthshedin the - 1iddiah
EastFoundedin I 870:a-
its-collectiorrimuilly

consisted of manuscripts.

gathered.from-moscpxmtshrmes,edu r.

institutions: endowments...and governmentofficems

throughout the country Many -rare books have been,

donateclby-rnembermof the Egyptian Royal Farm

over the years--Among-the.Ubrary's most-pre-

cious holdings-are eanyprinted Korans from-a

era when Islamic lavorestricted use of the

pnnting press-

11

Now a deposit library-for Egyptian publica-

tions. Dar al-Kutubt owns some I 5 million

volumes; including 65.000 manuscripts and.

3.000 papymas. well as coins, printed

music and other media "There are
also artifacts such as a grain of wheat

containing-the names of all the rulers

of Egypt` -en interesting preserra-,
tion (and catalogmg) challenge."

Preservanorractiviues are carried
OULUTthe Restoration Center-

After to staff at thee.

Center; McKern remarked-
"They obviously care very-

deeply about efforts to.
preserve the collections."
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Dar al-Kutub is housed in an eight-
story, 1970s era building that does not
have heating, air conditioning or ventila-
tion systems. In the summer, windows
are opened for relief from the heat and
the collection is thus exposed to dust.
insects, and other dangers. In the winter,
temperatures in Cairo can fall to 35
degrees. The Egyptian government is
eager to renovate Dar al-Kutub or the
library's former home at Bab al-Khalq
(now the Islamic Museum) into a suitable
repository for the rare books and manu-
scripts in the collection.

The Library Fellow's assignment was
to survey the Dar al-Kutub collection in
terms of preservation needs and priorities,
ass.ss environmental conditions in the
bu idinb and make recommendations for
a preservation policy and improved
:reservation procedures. In the original
fellowship proposal, the importance of the
project was stated unequivocally "This
project will provide Egypt with the firs,
steps towards saving some of her most
precious properties."

During the first five months of the
fellowship, volumes ofdata were gathered
from the collections. McKem used as an
assessment tool in the process the preser-
vation needs assessment instrument
developed by the Research Libraries
Group (RLG). The Library of Congress
field office in Cairo offered a good deal of
support and advice as well.

Psychrometer readings ofthe tem-
perature and relative humidity in the
Manuscripts Department were taken twice
a day for five months. McKem also took a
random sampling of 440 volumes from
the collection for a condition study. Unable
to read Arabic, she had difficulty with the
cataloging records at first, but she later
said, "I've gotten pretty good at identifying
numbers in Arabic by having to decipher
so many imprint dates and shelf numbers."

Additional data concerning biblio-
graphic access, security, disaster
preparedness, stack maintenance, degree
of use, and collection strengths came from
meetings with National Library staff, and
with scholars from educational institutions
throughout the capital, including the
American 'Jniversity of Cairo and Cairo
University. "I now know where every
library in Cairo is located, having visited
them all,"

'There have been many rewards in
my fellowship thus far," McKem reported

after six weeks in Egypt "The Egyptian
people are very warm and kind, and I've
been exposed to a richness of cultural
activities unequalled in my experience."
She took part in a guided tour of an
important archaeological site in Memphis
led by the research team and attended
several lectures in Cain by Middle East
scholars, Egyptologists, and artists.

Her hosts had pro.ided the Library
Fellow with a spacious apartment in pic-
turesque Zamalek, an island in the middle
of the Nile :liver filled with old villas that
have been turned into embassies. "I'm
two blocks from a pastry shop with an
Austrian chef and next door to a fine arts
college," she wrote. "I'm living on what I
call the 'P' diet pita and pastries." On
Christmas Day, a regularworking day in
Egypt McKem attended the traditional
Ceremony of the Carols sung in English
and Arabic at All Saints Cathedral in
Zarnalek. and toured several Coptic
churches in old Cairo.

By February, the focus of the preser-
vation needs assessment at Dar al-Kutub
was shifting from data collection to data
analysis. The 440-volume sample of the
collection received the most attention at
this point "Much staff energy was
expended in documentingwhere the
materials were housed and how they
were accessed." All completed survey
data was analyzed according to the RLG
needs assessment model, modified for the
Dar al-Kutub project

While the data analysis was under-
way. McKem was involved in other
projects as well. She drafted a brochure

Debra McKern, former preservation
officer at Emory University,

Atlanta, Georgia went to the
National Library of Egypt, Cairo.
She stayed from October 1991

through April 1992.

and prepared a very successful preserva-
tion exhibit for the first reception of the
newly formed `.:riends of the National
Library. At a meeting of Dar al-Kutub
staff, librarians from the Cairo area, and
Fulbright scholars, she spoke about
preservation problems in libraries.

Before leaving Cairo in late April,
McKem transcribed a large volume of
preservation assessment data for the
National Library. In her illustrated, com-
prehensive final report, she indicated that
79 items, or 18 percent of the sample,
were top priorities for preservation treat-
ment because of their condition and high
value. "Given a book population of 1.2
million volumes, this means a total of
216,000 volumes are in great danger.

Eighty-one percent of these items are
housed in the Manuscripts Department
Special Libraries, or the Royal Library."
Seventeen percent of the sample (or a
projected 204,000 volumes) were judged
to be in stable condition and appropriate
candidates for mass deacidification.

The Library Fellow recommended
that Dar al-Rutub make environmental
controls, disaster preparedness, and stack
maintenance its top three preservation
priorities. "Better housing is needed to
prevent or retard further damage to the
collections. By placing the emphasis on
prevention rather than treatment the cost
per volume is lower and some items are
saved that otherwise might be destroyed."
She also suggested organizational changes
that would improve the Library's ability to
obtain funding and would create depart-
ments such as Collection Management
and Special Collect .ns to deal with
preservation centrally. Finally, a phased
approach to preservation was advised:
phase Ilittle or no-cost activities (e.g.,
translate preservation standards and
guidelines into Arabic); phase 2smaller.
stand-alone projects (e.g., conduct care
and handling workshops for staff and
users); and phase 3large-scale projects
(e.g., conduct a retrospective microfilming
project for newspapers/joumals).

In her report. McKem acknowledged
the dozens of people in Cairo and the
U.S. who had contributed support
throughout her study. "Many thanks to
those in Cairo who became my friends
duri-g the project c,o many kindnesses
were extended to me that rt is impossible
to enumerate them. I will carry with me
fond memories of my time in Egypt"
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Library Fellow Stanley A Elman called his ",:r
thirteen-month fellowship at the National .

Library of Poland (Biblioteka Narodowa) "the

crowning achievement' of a thirty-five-year-
library career. "I hope that I was able to help

,them a bit," he modestly remarked From the c

point of view of Dr Stanislaw Cza4ka, director

of the Biblioteka Narodowa (BN), Elman's

commitment and dedication to the Library s
concerns, especially its automation strategy,

had inspired the appreciation and respect of the

entire staff For his efforts Elman was

presented with a certificate naming him an

honorary member of the BN staff

Dr C..zaika requested that the Library Fellow

stay on after his fellowship ended Elman

agreed to continue his work in Warsaw for
two months, living in guest quarters provided

by the Library He tinted down the small'
stipend also offered by the BN awl, proposed

instead to cover his own expenses. I was

flattered to be invited to extend my stay and
did so gladly on my own It vois both an honor

and a privilege to serve the BN Both of

Elman's parents were born in Poland and

emigrated to the U S in 1907 They taught
their children the Polish language and culture

Helping to select an integrated online library

system for the BN was the culmination of a
varied and productive fellowship year in

Warsaw for Elman Upon arriving in the Polish

capital, he had discovered that teaching courses c,

in library automation and integrated systems

would not be his first priority, as indicated in
the fellowship proposal. Rather, the National

Library was proceeding on automation,
although a state financial crisis and the resulting

uncertainty surrounding the monthly operating

budget tempered progress somewhat.
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Administrators wanted the

Library Fellow to refine the

Library's proposals to founda-

tions for system funding and to

analyze the use of all in-house

computing facilities. Identifying

and arranging for demonstra-

tions of potential integrated

library systems was another pri-

ority. He also helped organize

two groups that would o!ter-
mine automation policy the
BN. an Automation Co:nmittee

and a smaller Automation

Steering Committee, and met

with each on a regular basis.

The BN employs some

900 peoplemany of them
with degrees in library or com-

puter science. tt has just moved

into a new building with more

than 15 acres of floor space and

a capacity of nearly 250,000

cubic meters. "The huge new

building was a pleacant and sur-

prising sight to see." Elman said.

Eventually, the twelve-story

repository at the site will hold 5

million volumes. The new

Library features guest rooms

with an adjoining kitchen and

N room for visiting librarians

and scholars, and Elman was

able to live there until he found

an apartment near the BN.

Although the National

Library of Poland was not offi-

cially established until 1 928,

Elman explained, "the idea of a

national Polish library dates back

to 1747, when the brothers

Zaluski founded and opened to

the public in Warsaw one of

the first libraries in the world

that attempted to fulfill the tasks

of a national library." In 1794,

the Zaluski library was confis-

cated by tsarist forces and taken

to St Petersburg, Russia. From

that period until 1928, the

libraries of wealthy Polish

landowners served as quasi-

national libraries.

Early in his assignment a

temble cold put Elman in bed

for five days. "While I was laid

up. the secretary of the ' ibrary's

deputy director, her daug Y er,

and their dog came every ..fter-

noon with soup and food! This

was a completely unsolicited

and spontaneous gesture."

Similar expressions of warmth,

helpfulness, and encouragement

from colleagues and other

friends and acquaintances were

common throughout his fellow-

ship. On All Sair*. Day, when

Poles traditionally place flowers

on their relatives' graves. Elman

went by train and taxi to

Auschwitz, the former concen-

tration camp that is now a

museum, to lay some flowers at

the crematorium. "Hundreds of

thousands of people died there,

including many of our pn-,5s-

sional library colleagues. I feel it

was the least I could do to

honor their memories."

Towards the end of 1991,

with Polish government money,

the Library bought 22 PCs, four

printers, a CD-ROM drive, and

two modems, and installed a

local area network (LAN). It

received gifts of an ::,.41-compat-

ible PC with a color monitor

and many software packages, a

CD-ROM changer and several

discs, including the UTA and

USA databases, and other discs

from Richard Greenfield, a for-

mer Library Fellow to India, and

from various sources. A wel-

come bonus was the donation

of an IBM 4381 computer to

the BN from University of

Notre Dame. Elman's alma

mater. Robert Miller, the direc-

tor of Notre Dame's Library

and a visiting professor at the

University of Warsaw in the

spring of 1992, engineered the

gift. and LOT the Polish National

Airline agreed to transport it

free from Chicago to Warsaw.

Elman arranged for

demonstrations of GEAC,

DYNIX, VTLS, ALEPH and sev-

eral other integrated library

systems at the BN throughout

the year. And with a grant from

the Andrew K Mellon

Foundation, he began to plan a

month-long tour of libraries and

inspection of integrated library

systems in the U.S. by six BN

Stanley A. Elman is a retired library systems
specialist from Pasadena, California. His fel-
lowship took him to The National Library of

Poland, Warsaw. He stayed from September
1991 through October 1992.

librarians. To aid communica-

tion with libraries in Europe and

the rest of the world, Elman

helped the BN acquire BITNET

capability through an account

with the European Academic

Research Network (EARN)

branch at the University of

Warsaw.

The Library Fellow took

full advantage of the rich cultural

life of the Old World capital.

With his wife Carolyn Elman,

who visited him several times,

he attended operas, ballets,

plays, and concerts. "There are

many excellent theatres in

Warsaw, including four in the

Palace of Culture and Science,

and the plays are superb. I plan

to see Shakespeare in Polish

before I leave." The couple also

went to museums in the hisOric

"old town" section of the city,

including Zamek Krolewski (tle

King's Castle) on Castle Square.

At the end of April, the

serious illness of his wife

required Elman to return to the

U.S. on very short notice.

Fortunately, she felt well again

after only 10 days and urged

her husband to return to his

work at the BN. He arrived

back in Warsaw on May 8th,

the feast of St Stanislaus. In

Poland, namedays are celebrat-

ed instead of birthdays, and

Stanley Elman was feted with

flowers, cakes, and cookies

upon his return.

During the last half of his

fellowship, Elman concentrated

on teaching two seminars for

BN staff. One was on preparing

requests for proposals for inte-

grated library systems. "The

Fyn

graduates of this class will be

the nucleus of a group that will

prepare and evaluate RFPs and

select an integrated system for

the BN," he said at the time.

The other seminarfor a small
group of librarians selected by

the deputy directorhad as its
purpose the analysis of BN

automation needs and the cre-

ation of an automation plan

with recommendations for the

future. As a result of the small

group seminar, a 110 -page sys-

tems analysis with suggestions

for organizational changes and

detailed strategies for automa-

tion was presented to the BN

Director. It recommended that

the Library consider a turnkey

integrated library system rather

than create its own system in-

house, and called for detailed

descriptions of system functions

and of the structure and con-

tent of all BN bibliographic

records, databases, and collec-

tions for an RFP.

As his fellowship came to

an end. Elman was preparing to

lead BN librarians on a tour of

U.S. libraries in November

1992. "During this fellowship, I

tried to share some of my

experience and expertise and a

little knowledge," he reflected.

"I think I opened some win-

dows and let in some

enthusiasm for computerization

and automation and provided

the BN with some new interna-

tional contacts and new

approaches to library problem

solving." Elman has agreed to

return to the BN in February of

1993 to help prepare the RFPs

and evaluate vendor responses.



g herfirstvisittaisraeLinthesurnmer-of 1959. Barbara Rush was on her way ta.Eilat, ttli site of King Solomodss.
mates shestoppedfora cold drink at a lone kiosk in Mitzpe Ramon, an isolatecisetttement-in the midst of thew

deser"Never in my wildesrimagination did I think that I would ever be involved in the cultural or-educational life oft
this place," she latetsaid_-_ But as a 1991-92 Library Book Fellow, Rush found herself teaching acKaye-Teachers' Collegee

in Beer Sheva: the Biblical gateway to the desert where many of the students are from- Mrtcpe Ramon

At the request of heihosm.the Library Division of Israel's Ministry of Education and Culture Rush taught oko coursers
in the library education program-of the college-- school library management and acavities_and storytelling Her studen
were public libranansand teacher-librarians witio live in cooperative agricultural settlements (moshavim arid kitibumin)
or in small clues in the desert Kaye Teachers' College is an interesting place. serving as a training center for Jews and_

Bedo. uins alike; a beautiful modern building houses a magnificent and up-to-date library,' she wrote_

Elementary school libraries are just beginning to be developed in Israel_ and there is as yet no official government policy
mandating them Therefore, a wide variation in school library quakmexists_ Ip many places, public and school libraries_

ari. one and the same and are located in the schools_

Rush's assignment at Kaye-Teachers' College had originally been one segment of a fellowship proposal that also involved_
teaching at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem forione term. Because two highly qualified U.S_ librarians applied for the
posruonBarbara Rush and Marione Rosenthal (see separate profile on Rosenthal)the fellowship was iivided This

was the first mein the history of the ALA/USIA program that a fellowallp was handled in such a manner

Rush and her husband lived in Jerusalem during her fellowship and she journeyed to Beer Sheva lcy bus, a five- to 6

six-hour round trip on six different vehicles_ "My greatest frustration is not beirV able to multiply myself several times
so ttylt I can devote even more time to needed library projects:. she said after a few months News about the Library

's storytelling and teaching expertise spread quickly throughout Israel's small library community and she had many
opportunities to become involved in other school library projects,



One of the most satisfying of these was a course at the

Pedagogical Center in Tel Aviv for teacher-librarians working

in schools that serve emotionally troubled or low-functioning

teenagers. At first reluctant to undertake the course

because she had little experience in this area. Rush worked

together with the teacher-librarians to creatively expand

library services. She discarded her prepared teaching mate-

rials as inappropriate and responded completely to the

special needs of these teacher-librarians whom she

described as remarkable "for their creativity and dedication."

The focus for the course became the use of folktales to bet-

ter understand the many ethnic groups living in Israel. "I was

absolutely thrilled to see every student bloom in storytelling

technique and to see the dialogue and sharing that went on

in terms of possibilities for library service. I considered this

course the greatest challenge and the greatest accomplish-

ment of my fellowship period." Rush also taught storytelling

to elementary school librarians in Tel Aviv for five weeks.

In Jerusalem, the Library Fellow "adopted" Givat

Gonen, a school with grades one through twelve, as a pilot

location for a variety of storytelling projects with students,

teachers, and librarians. With Library Fellow Marjorie

Rosenthal, she consulted with the English Teachers'

Association in Jerusalem about school libraries and conduct-

ed a storytelling workshop at the group's annual conference.

The Jerusalem English Language Library for Youth (JELLY)

also invited Rush to speak, and throughout her time in the

Throughout her fellowship, Rush visited libraries all

over Israel. One of the newest was the beautiful and mod-

em Arab library in East Jerusalem, which serves a large public

and school population. "Mr. Ghaleb Abul-Haj, the head

librarian, was gracious enough to give me a detailed tour."

There was also a celebration of the 100th anniversary of the

founding of the National Library. "Simple arithmetic indi-

cates the library was founded more thari half a century

before the State of Israel, an indication of the importance of

books and reading to this population," Rush observed.

A highlight of the spring for Rush was an invitation to

share her ideas at Israel's only course for professional story-

tellers, held in Tel Aviv. She was pleased at the positive

reception she received from the country's finest storytellers

and directors. At a subsequent storytelling evening in Jaffa,

Tel Aviv's sister city, the atmosphere was magical. "After a

lovely fish dinner at the port, we retired to a charming old

Arab building with high ceilings and arches where storytelling

students told tales from the lands that Jews went to after their

expulsion from Spain SOO years ago. The stories were b: uti-

fully related, and the entire evening was quite unforgettable"

Shortly before her fellowship ended, Rush took part in

two events that had great meaning to her. She shared sto-

ries of the U.S. at "an intimate and warm storytelling

evening" for adults at the American Cultural Center in

Jerusalem, where eighty people squeezed into a room that

holds thirty. Also, response to her lecture on the power of

Barbara Rush, a retired school library-media specialist and professional storyteller from Commack, New York went to the

Libraries Division, Ministry of Education, Jerusalem, Israel. Her fellowship lasted from December 1991 through July 1992.

city she advised small groups of parents from JELLY about

using picture books with young children and encouraging

older children to read.

Rush's busy schedule early in her fellowship coincided

with the worst winter Israel has had in decades. "I was

twice snowed out of lectures since there was no transporta-

tion out of Jerusalem, and I had the opportunity to see the

city blanketed with snow, beautifully dressed like a bride."

With the welcome spring thaw came flowers and sunshine.

"The city has a new flavor, much of which revolves around

outdoor cafes and markets and cultural events in the beauti-

ful parks," she wrote. "ft's a time to enjoy walking in the

many Arab, aristian, and Jewish ethnic neighborhoods

whose blend of customs, beliefs, and folklore give Jerusalem

an aura unlike that of any other city....As the city bloomed,

so my library activities began to grow as well."

During the second half of the semester at Kaye

Teachers' College, Rush's students began to apply some of

the ideas they had learned in class to their own work situa-

tions. "In the school library course, began to see things

'coming together.' with a good deal of sharing of materials

and ideas. In the second course, students increased their

understanding of stc;, 'telling and broadened their own

repertoires." She was especially grateful to Mr. Aaron

Morielli, director of the college library, for his help with

materials and other administrative details, "and for making

sure that I had that all-important taxi ride to the bus station!"

stories to 400 school librarians at their annual conference at

Bar Ilan University was overwhelmingly positive. 'The thrust

of my talk was that when telling a story, be it a tale written

or heard or a tale from life's experience, one never knows

what effect that story will have on the life of the listener, and

that we must all find the storyteller within ourselves and tell

our stories. Imagine my satisfaction on the bus trip back to

Jerusalem when the entire bus was busy sharing stories."

Victor Ben Naim, director of the libraries Division of

the Ministry of Education and Culture, said the Library

Fellow's work had opened many eyes to the possibilities of

school library services and the importance of school libraries

to the educational scene. "Mrs. Rush's experience and

knowledge were very valuable to us. The feedback from

her students was extremely positive."

Rush herself reflected, "Being a Fellow has been a

rewarding experience that I would not have missed, both in

terms of what I was able to give and what I learned from so

many others who are dedicated to the library profession

and who are offering service in less-than-ideal situations. I

feel that my presence here enabled training to be brought

to locations and educational settings where none or very lit-

tle would have taken place. As for storytelling I now see

storytelling courses/workshops being requested in every cor-

ner of the country. So I do feel that my being here has

made a difference! And, perhaps most important I've made

life-long friends!"



Library Felt,* Deborah Abraham arrived in Calcutta in
the midst of Durga Puja, a week-long festival held in

honorof Durga, West Bengal's mother goddess.

From late afternoon to early morning. the streets of

the already crowded city were brightly lit and
packed: with people making their way to

temporary pavilions made of bamboo and

cheeseclotit Inside the pavilions, images of

Durga and her companions dresied in

splendid costumes stood in traditional poses.
At the week's end, all of these fantastic

creations were thrown into the river,
signifying that they are now part of the
continuous cycle of life.

"Calcutta is a city that grows on

you." Abraham wrote in her first
project report "Of Indian cities, it
has the most severe problems of

population growth, environmen
tal Pollution, and aging

infrastructure...but its
citizens know the problems
well and are willing to

help." Her six-month
fellowship was spent at.

the Indian-Institute of

Management Calcutta
..(11MC).4 school for

postgraduate study

and research in

management

sciences:

eknemti VI Rik okm
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located about 15 miles south of the city. Throughoutat

her time in India. Abraham said, the IIMC campus was..

refuge faint the urban scene, "a green oasis, complete...

with lake, flower gardens topical birds,.ancLz,

pathways for pleasant evening walks,:

Founded. in 1 961. the Indian Institute of

Management. Calcutta, was the first. of fourr_

such institutes created to train the next

generation of India's business leaders. The

Institute's B. C. Roy Library has a strong

current periodicals collection. some
100.000 books. and large collections of.

government docUments, annual reports,

and other special publications.

Because foreign software for

automated systems is difficult to

support in lrqia and because the

exchange rates make it

expensive. the B. C. Roy

Library created an in- house..

inteXateci online library

system. Eventually,
records will be

transferred to CALIB-
NET, a citywide library

network that will
include Calcutta's

university and

. institute libraries

and the National

. Library,



Supported by the Indian government

CALIBNET should serve as a model for

other cities. Software to support CALIB-

NET is available in a first version and the

network planners are now grappling with

such issues as governance and retrospec-

tive conversion. One of Abraham's

assignments was to assist them with sys-

tem development "I was privileged to

present a paper to the network's planning

workshop for retroconversion and to par-

ticipate in their lively deliberations." she

reported early in her fellowship.

The Library Fellow's other major

assignments were to help implement the

automated system at the B. C Roy Library

and train library staff in computer applica-

tions. Abraham has had a good deal of

experience in systems analysis and imple-

mentation both in her work at the

Brookline Public Library and from courses

taken toward an MBA degree.

Reorganization of a workhorse IBM

PX XT computer and refinement of the

order and acquisition modules of the auto-

mated system were the first priorities at

the B. C Roy Library. 'The arduous task
of downloading the IBM XT files, reformat-

ting the hard disk and upgrading the

operating system proceeded slowly in the

face of electrical disruptions and equip-

ment failures," Abraham reported. In spite

of these interruptions, during her first three

months at the Institute she trained two

librarians in general PC operations and in

dBase III Plus on a PC designated for staff

instruction.

Abraham and Library Director Asok

Mukhopadhyay, from whom she received

enthusiastic support, refined the user inter-

face of the Library's order and acquisitions

module and de-bugged and tested the

software. "The staff at the IIMC has been

responsive and helpful." she remarked.

"The possibilities for computer use and

staff interest are so great that it has been

difficult to focus on only a few projects."

Word of the Library Fellow's pres-

ence traveled quickly through India's library

community and she was approached by a

number of libraries for help with system

development At the Amencan Research

Studies Center in Hyderabad. Abraham

talked about requirements of turnkey sys-

tems: she advised the All India Association

of Christian Higher Education on automat-

ing a new special library. 'These

consultations acquainted me with the great

variety of libraries in India and the

librarians that make them possible....My

only regret is that I could not accept more

invitations."

In her travels around the country for

both business and pleasure, Abraham was

able to visit many sites for which India is

renowned. 'The Taj Mahal was everything

I expected and more it is massive and

delicate at the same time....An elephant

ride to the top of the Ajmer Fort and a

quiet walk to Raj Ghat where Gandhi is

buried, were unforgettable." Getting to

these places on a wide selection of trans-

portation modes was as much a part of the

experience as the destination, she said.

"Each experience illuminated for me a little

more of a vast and varied country."

During the last half of Abraham's fel-

lowship, much progress was made on the

library's automated system and staff train-

ing, although problems with equipment

and electricity continued to plague the

project An ailing computer disk drive

intermittently disrupted an ambitious

schedule of training for six staff members.

After several rebuilt drives failed, a good

one was found that worked perfectly for
the final two months Abraham was at the

Institute. "In a way, the PCs problems

taught my students to be resourceful. They

learned to try more than one method to

complete a task and to check equipment

and consult with each other before re-

questing a service call." In the end, the six

staff members had among them learned

dBase, some programming, DOS. and

WordPerfectskills that will aid the Roy

Library in completing its online system and

making the transition to network member-

ship. The practical teaching projects given

to them by Abraham also resulted in useful

bibliographies, lists, mailings, and labels.

Deborah V. H. Abraham is head of
the Reference Department at

Brookline Public Library, Brookline,
Massachusetts. From October

through April 1992, she worked at
the Indian Institute of

Management, Calcutta.

A working version of thr order and

acquisitions module for the integrated sys-

tem was completed one week before the

Library Fellow left India. Testing the mod-

ule was difficult because sample files were

corrupted and open program files dam-

aged by electrical failures. But completing

it was worthwhile, she decided. "For me,

it provided an opportunity to learn a good

deal about programming by concentrating

on a single program." Abraham also

helped Director Mukhopadhyay design

dBase programs for the cataloging and cir-

culation modules of the system.

Over the months of her fellowship,

Abraham had talked informally with CAL-

IBNET software developers about the

concerns and requirements of library net-

works. Days before her departure. the

network development team went over

several software modules with IIMC

personnel, including the Library Fellow.

'We noted important features as well as

needed enhancements," she reported.

"Communications between systems devel-

opers and librarians has its difficulties

anywhere in the world. It is my hope that I

contributed to the dialogue with a ques-

tion, an example, or an idea"

Abraham presented to Library

Director Mukhopadhyay and to the

Institute's Director Sudip ',-howdhury a

final report and recommenda;lons for staff

training, management and acquisition of

equipment and software. a 41 development

of both the in-house and network systems,

supported by upgraded equipment and

uninterupted power supply. 'The Library

Fellowship program has been exceptional

in that it has provided a true exchange of

skills and experience," she said at the

report's conclusion. Later correspondence

with the B. C Roy Library confirmed that

the new acquisitions module was in opera-

tion and the Library was anticipating the

installation of network software.

"I experienced in Calcutta an urgency

to accomplish something of substance,"

Abraham wrote of her fellowship. "At the

same time, my most important role was as

a catalyst for change. These objectives are

often difficult to combine." She spoke

warmly of the friendship of the many librar-

ians she had met during her six months in

India 'They were remarkably open about

the professional challenges they face, adding

to my understanding of libraries in the

country. The fellowship helped me to use

my professional capabilities as never before."



A SEEKS . HOSTS

Building on the success of the Library Fellows
Program and broadening the program s scope the

Upted States Information Agency (USIA) increased

program funding for 1993 to place international

library professionals at U S libraries As the preceed-

ing pages highlight, the program currently places ten

to fourteen U.S library professionals each year in

institutions overseas for periods of three to twelves

months Additional funding from USIA tIl be used

for "reverse exchAges

The program s objectives are to provide an

opporturuty for incoming fellows to enhance their

understanding of contemporary librarianship as

practiced in the U S , develop new areas of exper-

tise. and establish contacts with American colleagues

that will lead to enduring professional and

instrcutional relationship

It is anticipated the first international library fellows

will begin their work assignments in Fall 1993, after

completing an orientation program Fellows assign-
ments will vary, depending upon their interests and

the interests of the U S host-institutions but assign-

ments might include provision of reference or

technical services, library administration, or

community outreach

Criteria for selection of the U S host-institutions

will be appropriate match of professional interests

assu 2e of a staff- mentor CO assist fellow with ,

orientation and on-the-job questions availability of
non-credit educational opportunities and no- or

Iv -cost housing The U S staff-mentor will receive
all expenses reimbursed in attending the orientation

session

Fellows will be provided an annual salary of $32 000

prorated for the fellowship length Travel expenses

in and from the U S Ind some in-country tr ;"*/et will

be covered by the program In addition health

insurance is provided as well as facilitative assistance

with visas social secur iry tild Taxes

USIA criteria for selection of incoming fellows arc

degree in library science (or accepted local equiva-

lent) appropriate library experience fluency in

E nghsh quality and feasibility of proposal and potential

vilue of the exchinge to support the pr og,r im goals.

U S libranes interested in hosting an inteinitional

follow should contact Robert P Doyle director
ibrary Fellows Pi 07r in) Arm r is iii l lb; r y

Association 50 Fast Huron Street wo 11

60611 (800 545'2433 r20C f Ax 31? 944-1897)



Special appreciation -ilso goes to the States

Information Service employees sAt cried s ound the

globe at U S Embassies and 10 Washington D C

Mary Boone trainav exch-mges o ce. USIA Library
Programs Division and Helen Am,t, se c'eputf ch,ef,

USIA Library Programs 0,..s ion deseve spec al

thanks for all their fac.l.tauve assistance -1,1d their

unfailing support in advancing this program

Finally in preparing this final report Susan Brandehoff

ably synthesized the reports and the fellows

correspondence to produce th.s readable and lucid

commentary Natalie Wargin used her exceptional

creative skills to design this handson e report show-

casing the Fellows experiences These individuals

made this report possible-.

The dedicated assistance of all these people and many

more unnamed made these projects successfpl While

it is difficult to judge the overall effectiveness or

lasting significance of these projects I hope this

report provides an honest and lively profile of each

Fellows experience I know these experiences have

enriched and broadened the Fellows I also hope the

experiences have helped to increase inter national

understanding

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS"
-Robert P Eioyle

US Information Ambassadors 1 991 -92 Library Fellows

{Chicago American Library Association, 1993) ,

This report and the program s expansion are a 'tribute

to the adaptable adventurous, and resilient individuals

profikt on the'preceding pages Their creativity and

enthusiasm enabled them to succeed in anew

environment and make invaluable contributions to

International libranatiship They expanded their own

horizons and narrowed the gaps in our global village

'`/
The host institutions also deserve special thanks

They opened not only their workplaces but also
he,r homes and hearts to the Fellows To name lust

a few the following individuals provided outstartding

support to the Fellows Dona Banciu, Centel

University Library Buchirest. Romania Ek-itertna

Genieva All State Library of Foreign Literiture

Moscow Russia Bluma Penn. The Hebrew University

of Jerusalem Israel .fan VVolo5z National Library of

Poland Warsaw Asok Mukhopadhyay Indian Institute

of Managbment. Calcutta, Nelson Larrea, Banco del

L:bro La Paz, Bolivia:and Bcatnz Claros Ministrrof
Education and Culture La Paz. Bolivia Si run 1<lara

rlannesdottir University of Iceland Martha Fernandez

de Lopez. Colegio de Biblicitecollors del Peru Lima

Zana 7elcevie- National Lbiary of SerbitBeigride

and Miriam Ritsabi, Ministry of E and

Culturv, lerulalem, Israel




